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OTS, YOUR CAREER'S NOT
Talk about the
to

fast track! Today's

Navy has what

it

takes

move both you and your career.

Move you with

the excitement of working

on some of

the world's most sophisticated high-tech equipment.

Move your

career with exciting opportunities in aviation, electronics,

telecommunications and healthcare.

You can get

state-of-the-art training in
fields.

one of over 60

And have challenges,
The Navy's hands-on experience provides a variety of high-

responsibilities

and growth

tech challenges,

lilce

working on

this

guided missile frigate.

potential that other companies can't offer a person your age.
You'll learn leadership skills, the value of

handle pressure. The

teamwork and how

to

very things you need to chart a successful

course into the future.
Interested? Talk to your
Teamwork is a part of the Navy experience,
whether you're traveling the seas with shipmates or training
in one of over

60 fields.

Recruiter today.

Then get ready

Navy

Or call 1-800-327-NAVY
to

make your move

fast.

Because in today's high-tech Navy, you only go one way: Full speed ahead.

NAVY
YOU AND THE NAVY.
FULL SPEED AHEAD.
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Happy Campers

Agriculture's

Some

believe there

is

magic

in the

woods of New York state. Let's go
camp and see for ourselves.

north
to

FFA

New

Professionals:

Production Agronomist
Leslie Lloyd

is

working with farmers

to

introduce canola to America.

38

18
Top Ag Careers

of the '90s

You Make

It

Happen

University and business experts share their

Motivational speaker Zig Ziglar talks about

best guess of what the hot careers will be.

the

need for goals.

First of a series.

COVER STORY

21
Make A Difference
On

the cover, national officers Julie

Classen and Danny Grellner offer us the
globe, symbolizing that the Earth's future

is

our hands. The national officer team has
some ideas of what you can do to help.
Photo by Andrew Mark wart.
in

ENVIRONMENT

22
Environmental Impact
FFA's top two agriscience winners
researched pesticide use and groundwater.

DEPARTMENTS

26
The Sprayer Tune-up Team
In February, chapters will be helping

make

farmers
correct

sure they are using the

amount of spray on

their fields.

28
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36

Chapter Scoop

40 FFA in Action
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Ag Chemicals Technology
what the crop protection chemical
is doing to reduce the amount of
chemicals used and your exposure to them.
Here

is

industry
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FFA Organization, S632 Mount Vernon Memorial Highway, Alexandria, Virginia 22309-0160.
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the Oval Office of
the White House.
Pictured left to
right are Danny

Grellner,

Mark

Timm, Lesa King,
President George
Bush, Matt Lohr,
Ben Nessmith and
Julie Classen.
Photo by Susan Blddle

Officers

Meet President Bush

newly elected national FFA
officers visited President Bush in the Oval
Office of the White House on December
10, 1990. President Bush met with FFA

The

Draw Me

six

Mark Timm, Indiana; secretary
Oklahoma and regional
presidents Matthew Lohr, Virginia;

president

Danny

Grellner,

You may win one of five $1,495.00
Art Scholarships or any one of fifty
$10.00 cash prizes.
Make your drawing any size except

vice

like a tracing. Use pencil. Every qualified
entrant receives a free professional
estimate of his or her drawing.

graphs with the president for the Washington press corps, and then spent a few
minutes discussing youth, agriculture, and
the 60th national FFA convention, where
Bush spoke as vice president. Timm told
the president, "you symbolize the

Scholarship winners

will

receive

Fundamentals

of Art taught by Art
Instruction Schools, one of America's
leading home study art schools. Our
objective is to find prospective stu-

who appear

be properly motivated and have an appreciation and
dents

to

liking for art.

Your entry will be judged in the
month received. Prizes awarded for
best drawings of various subjects
received from qualified entrants age
14 and over. One $25 cash award for
the best drawing from entrants age 12
and 13. No drawings can be returned.
Our students and professional artists
not eligible. Contest winners will be
notified. Send your entry today.
MAIL THIS

COUPON TO ENTER CONTEST

ART INSTRUCTION SCHOOLS

Changes

my drawing in your

monthly contest

in

Delegates

(PLEASE PRINT)

visit.

FFA Creed
at

the 63rd National

Convention voted
"equipment" back

to

FFA

change the word

to "paraphernalia" in

the sentinel's part in the opening ceremonies.

They also voted to change three words

in the

FFA

Creed instead of adopting an

new creed. It now begins, "I believe

in the future

Street

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415

Please enter

American Dream and serve as a shining
example and role model for our membership to follow." He also invited Bush
to the 64th convention in November. The
president gave the officers tie-tacks as

momentos of the

of agriculture..." In the second

paragraph, the word "pursuit" was
plural, so that

it

is

now

made

"pursuits" and

America" in the final paragraph has
been changed to "American agriculture."
The governing committee of the FFA
Board of Directors recently approved the
"rural

Namp

Apt

ArlrlrpRF;

City

RtatP

County
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© 1991 Art Instruction

Schools

delegates' action.

Another change recommended by the
is to change the titles of "Star

delegates

make

the agribusiness

title

accurate for

male and female winners. The Board of
Directors

is

considering the recommen-

dation, but has not approved a change.

Lesa King, Texas

and Ben Nessmith, Georgia.
The officers posed for official photo-

entirely

Studio 1F-3540

500 South Fourth

Julie Classen, Nebraska;

Farmer" and "Star Agribusinessman" to
"American Star Farmer" and "American
Star in Agribusiness." The change was
recommended by the delegates in order to

Jacket Guarantee
The FFA Supply Service has received
reports that some official FFA jackets
purchased by members have had flawed
stitching or oddly colored corduroy.

Supply Service director Dennis Shafer
says that like all Supply Service products,
the jacket is fully guaranteed. If any
are unhappy with their new
should be sent back to the Supply
Service with adetailed description of what
is wrong with it and it will be corrected or
replaced by a new jacket.
Shafer says that any sub-standard
jackets were the result of the new manufacturer, DVB Enterprises of Blue Springs,
Missouri, having to gear up too quickly to
produce the jacket after the former supplier, Universal Uniform of Van Wert,
Ohio, ceased production in May, 1990,
before their contract with FFA was to be
completed in August, 1990.
Prior to the national FFA convention

members

jacket,

last

it

November,

tional

the national officers, na-

board of directors,

state leaders

and

toured the DVB facilities
located just outside Kansas City. After
fielding specific questions regarding the

FFA members

quality of the jackets,

DVB president Pat

Bachofer assured the FFA representatives
that every effort would be made to produce
each jacket to comply with the rigid Supply
Service standards.

FFA New Horizons

The Best Clippers Around
These Parts.
There's more than one way to clip a horse, and no one knows that better
than Stewart by Oster.
Our "Adjusta-Groom" clippers are perfect for precision work around
the face and fetlock areas. For even closer work around the muzzle,
there's our quiet "Animal Trimmer." Of course, for general body clipping
our powerful "Clipmaster" remains the most popular model.
So ask your local retailer for high-performance Stewart by
Oster clippers and trimmers. Any way you look at it, we've got the I
right tool for the job.

For more information, write Oster Professional Products,
Route 9, Box 541, McMinnville, Tennessee 37110.

STEWART
Qster

Magazine
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Staff

THE BOTTOM LINE

W. Carnes

Editor-in-Chief, Wilson

Senior Editor, John M. Pitzer

Managing

Editor,

Andrew Markwart

Publishing Assistant, Linda

Flint

Glenn D. Luedke

Director of Advertising,

Advertising Assistant, Joyce Bern/man
Circulation Fulfillment

Manager. Dottie M. Hinkle

Assistant, Janet Magill; Part-time Assistants, Harriett

Nora Bartock, Veronica Ruffner

Fidd.

annual
FFA WEEK,
of FFA and
the

National Officers
National President, Mark A. Timm,
Fillmore, IN

Rt 3

RR

1

46128; National Secretary,

Box 41,

Kingfisher,

OK

Box20AA,
Danny Grellner,

73750; National Vice

RR

Box 56, Ayr, NE
68925; Lesa Ann King. P.O. Box 82, Howe, TX 75059;
Man Lohr, Rt 3 Box 74-A, Broadway, VA 22815; Ben
Nessmith, Rt 4 Box 350, Statesboro, GA 30458
Presidents, Julie Classen.

1

Board of Directors
Chairman, Larry Case; Members of the Board, David

Hugh McClimon, Donald Michael,
Bobby Muller.Tom Munter, Les Thompson, Roscoe
Vaughn
Coffey, Terry Heiman,

National Staff
National Advisor. Chief Executive Officer, Larry Case;

Executive Secretary, Coleman Harris; National Treasurer,

Charles Keels; Administrative Director, Wilson W. Carnes;

Manager

of International Programs. Lennie

Program

Specialist (Awards), Robert Seefeldt;

Gamage; FFA
FFA

Program Manager (Contests). Carol Duval; FFA Program
Specialist (Leadership), Tony Hoyt; FFA Program
Specialist (Membership), Marshall Stewart;

national celebration in recogni-

agricultural education, will be observed

tion

—

February 1 1-23. The theme for this year is, "FFA
Leadership for a growing planet."
How will your chapter observe this important event?
FFA Week is probably more important today than ever
due to the increasing complexity of American agriculture.
Likewise, the program of FFA and agriculture education is
harder to explain because of the wide variety of courses and
activities being offered in schools.
Some people even
question the need to continue agricultural studies in high
school. Add to this the concerns regarding the environment
and safe foods and you can see that we have a job to do.

What

is the story we want to tell? Here are some ideas
have been suggested.
• FFA and agricultural education develop leaders who
understand the earth's potential and its limitations. These

that

are citizens

who

will

make

responsible choices.

Today's agricultural education combines agriscience
and marketing with environmental responsibiliy. The FFA
awards programs encourage students to apply classroom
training to the wise management of soil, water, animals and
•

Director of Information, William Stagg; Director of

FFA
FFA

Supply Service, Dennis Shafer; Executive Director

Alumni Association, Robert W. Cox; Manager of
Accounting, JoAnn Grimes

natural resources.
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ADDRESS CHANGES: Send both old and new address to:
Circulation Department,

FFA New Horizons. P.O. Box 1 51 60,

Alexandria, Virginia 22309-0160.

CORRESPONDENCE: Address all correspondence to:
FFA New Horizons, P.O. Box 15160, Alexandria, Virginia
22309-0160. Offices located

at the National

FFA

Center,

approximately eight miles south of Alexandria. Virginia.

SUBSCRIPTION: $3 50 per year in U.S. and possessions
(FFA members $1 75 paid with dues). Single copy $1 .50;
five or

more 75e each. Foreign

$2.00 extra

FFA

for

subscriptions, $3.50 plus

postage. Copyright 1991

Organization.

becomes increasingly interdependent,
more important that ever. FFA members will

the world

leadership
Midwestern States

Chicago,

the world, walls

bling, accelerating the

P.O. Box 15160
Alexandria,

Around

between nations are crumexhange of ideas and technologies.
FFA international experience programs help members learn
about other cultures first-hand, reaching a new, global
•

FFA New Horizons

is

at the forefront

of agriculture, providing leadership for a

growing planet.
To help you translate these ideas into action, two resources
will be helpful. One is the Idea Booklet which was recently
mailed to your chapter to assist with planning and organizaing
FFA Week. The other is the National FFA Supply Service
catalog which includes a section of FFA Week items.
The items featured in the catalog have been designed to
support your promotional efforts throughout the year, and
especially during FFA Week. Promotional give-away items
such as pens, bumper stickers and pocket notebooks are an
effective way to thank supporters. Billboards, posters, and
T-shirts can help you achieve greater visibility and establish
an identity for your program. All items serve as a constant
reinforcement to students, potential students, parents and
school administrators that your FFA chapter is an active and
vital part of the community.

Have

a

good

year!
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Today, there are very few things
really

count on. Big

left

a farmer can

protection of all

still

A Auto Parts is one of them.

Big

We know you are keeping equipment longer and
working

it

harder. That's

ment products

for all

running

all

power for even the largest engines.
Bower/BCA Ag Bearings built to stand up in
loaded equipment and dirty conditions.

A Oil, Air and Cab Filters for cleaner

Big

^5^

Grote Lighting Products that help you see and

to

Oil Products for

OIL

PRODUCTS

A Lighting Products with gas filled

halogen

ventional bulbs.

maximum

BIG

BIG

4%

Big

inner bulbs to give you twice the light output of con-

handle the pressure

As well as Big A

A Exhaust products which provide a full line of

And

A Gates Hydraulic Hoses (often made while

you wait)

heavily-

El|^^ OEM quality replacement parts for proper performance and
»*B^*
sound
s
control.

year long.

be seen.
Big

parts.

tent cranking

why we stock top quality replace-

your equipment and vehicles.

Products like Big
efficient

moving

A Batteries for quick, dependable starts and consis-

AUTO PARTS

Cjtd&

£§^

LIGHTING PRODUCTS

HYDRAULIC HOSES

BIG

You can count on us when

©
w FEDERAL
MOSUL
BOWER/BCA AG BEARINGS

it

really counts.

BIG

BIG
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LOOKING AHEAD
Consumer Trends
Here are some revealing tidbits about
Americans and their buying habits, as
reported by the Money Management Institute of Household International.
Forty-five percent of adults eat out at

once on a typical day and that
Americans spend over 40 cents out of
every food dollar away from home, according to the National Restaurant Assoleast

ciation.

Two-thirds of the population aged 18live with their parents or another
relative, according to American Demo-

24

graphics.
It

cost an average of $4,954 to own and

operate a

new

car in 1990, according to

American Automobile Association.
Worldwatch Institute also reports that
Americans now drink more soda pop
than water
in throwaway containers
from the kitchen sink. They also throw
away enough aluminum cans to make
the

Plant physiologist Sui-Sheng

Roots, But

No

Hua removes a

tiny portion of hairy carrot roots.

—

Plants
She hopes her experiments

Nearly every schoolchild has at one
time plopped a carrot top in ajar of water
and watched shoots and roots emerge. But
at a U.S. Department of Agriculture

her solve the puzzle of how to coax the
without
fungi to multiply in test tubes
roots. That would be a big step toward

will help

—

laboratory, carrot roots are thriving in

faster commercial production of the fungi.

beakers despite being separated from the

The fungi help crop

carrot.

ments

It's part of research to unlock the secrets
of natural soil fungi that help many kinds
of plants grow, according to Sui-Sheng
Hua of USDA's Agricultural Research

liver nutrients

The payoff, 5 to 10 years away,
would be a cheaper way to mass-produce

Service.

fungi as farmers' and nursery operators'

underground

Hua

allies.

painstakingly extracted the ex-

perimental roots from carrot slices that
she had earlier exposed to a bacterium to
stimulate root formation. The free-float-

about 6,000

plants develop fila-

and water

to roots, reduc-

ing farmers' fertilizer costs and helping
the crop withstand drought.

Farmers and nursery operators can buy
called
microorganisms
endomycorrhizal fungi
to supplement
the soil's natural populations. But fungi
marketed by industrial labs are grown on
plant roots in the soil, adding to costs.
the

—

—

Hua estimates it may take 5 to

10 years
before hardy, healthy, affordable fungi
can be produced without the help of roots.

Ethanol Nickel Promotion
The South Dakota Corn Growers As-

(SDCGA) has been conducting
"yellow nickel" programs in the state to
promote the use of ethanol. During the
promotion, ethanol customers receive a
painted yellow nickel back for every gallon
sociation

they buy

when

filling their tank.

Sonar

A new

scanning sonar developed by

University of Mississippi scientists
to detect catfish

swimming

in the

—
uniform temperature — scan
around a 16-acre pond and

tell

fish are," said the system's

veloper Dr.

all

big impact on aquaculture research, which

murky

he now likens to "doing livestock research
on invisible cows. All you know is that
you put the feed out, and it disappears."
The scanning sonar enables researchers to "see" exactly what the fish are doing
in the pond, where they go and how they
react to such things as food, seine nets and
aerators. This knowledge, in turn, could
determine where food and aerators are
placed and how best to harvest the fish.

the

way

where the

primary de-

Ken Gilbert, a senior scientist

The Jamie Whitten National Center for

Physical Acoustics

Gilbert believes the sonar could have a

able

is

depths of commercial ponds. "With its
scanning sonar, we can look horizontally
in the water and
if the water is a

in

airplanes.

like miniature pipelines that de-

ing roots flourish in a bath of nutrients.

Catfish

DC- 10 jet

—

at the university.

Skinny Burger
McDonald's has begun market testing
low-fat hamburger called "Lean
Deluxe." The sandwich is made with a 91
a

new

percent fat-free beef patty for the nutrition-

concious consumer.

The new low-fat ground beef technology was researched and developed at
Auburn University and funded by the
Beef Board, the Beef Industry Council of
the Meat Board and Auburn. The sandwich
contains 310 calories and 10 grams of fat.
FFA New Horizons
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in his future

was a November

to

remember

I for Brian Johnson.

'
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The following week, Brian showed the grand champion market lamb at the North
American International Livestock Exposition in Louisville, Ky., his second consecutive
-'....
/,

•

Jam MfcED

1

it
i"

claim to that

title.

makes success

look easy. But years of education in agriculture, planning and
hard work typified his achievements long before the plaques and trophies were

Brian

awarded.

He worked thousands

1990 National Home and/or Farmstead Proficiency
winner Brian Johnson

The 17-year-old high school senior from Gotebo, Okla., was named national winner
Home and/or Farmstead Improvement Proficiency award at the 63rd Annual
National FFA Convention in Kansas City, Mo.

of the

(left)

of Gotebo, Okla., is

quick to credit his parents, Bradley and Sue

Johnson, and his sister, Kristin, for contributing
to his accomplishments.

of

hours during his FFA career landscaping his family's farm-

and building, wiring and plumbing the
home, livestock buildings and equipment. In the meantime, Brian expanded
his livestock and crop production operations to their current size of 70 Suffolk sheep,
half interest in 350 beef stacker calves and 510 acres of wheat, cotton and pasture.
stead; making environmental improvements;

family

One-hundred-sixty of these acres make up the farm he purchased last year.
"Buying my own farm was like starting all over again," he claims. "The carpentry,
plumbing, wiring and landscaping skills that acquired in my
I

Agricultural Education classes

my

family's

property

in

farmstead

will

and experiences

be invaluable when

I

in

establishing

improve

my own

the future."

Brian's high school agriculture instructor

and advisor

of the

Mountain View-Gotebo FFA chapter, Ray Dean Sites, comments,
He knows
"I would like to have a whole classroom full of Brians.
what he wants and is willing to invest the time and effort
necessary to achieve his goals."

The conviction, skill and dedication of FFA members like Brian
Johnson make The Upjohn Company proud to sponsor the
National FFA Home and/or Farmstead Improvement Award for the

A

15th consecutive year.

ASGROW

Upjohn
ANIMAL HEALTH

The Upjohn Company
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001

Brian put the technical and goal-setting skills he acquired in the

To manage his expanding sheep flock, Brian constructed feeders,

Agricultural Education/FFA program to use on improvement projects,

mangers, handling equipment, and buildings, saving up to seventy

such as constructing, wiring and plumbing

this livestock

bam.

percent of the cost of

new items with used

materials and his

own

labor.

fiZ7
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Well Water

Some

As a life-time alumni member, I read
"Most Well Water Okay" ("Looking

program came from Ciba-Geigy.
Although your article may be correct,
it isn't the whole story.
John A Bobbe

AheaaV'October-November, 1990, p.
It

is

10).

interesting to note that the U.S.

of the funds for the well testing

.

Department of Agriculture has a different

Brussels, Wisconsin

perspective on well water. Agricultural

"The Magnitude and Costs of
Groundwater Contamination From Agri-

Economic Report 576, October, 1987*
"The drinking water of an
estimated 50 million people in the United
States comes from groundwater that is
points out that

potentially contaminated
tural

from agricul-

chemicals."

In Dane County, Wisconsin, one of the
most productive agricultural counties in
Wisconsin, over 50 percent of the wells
have been tested and found to contain
levels of atrazine and other agricultural
chemicals. The Wisconsin Department of
Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection recently concluded rule-making

hearings to regulate the use of atrazine in

Wisconsin

in

response to the problem.

*

cultural Chemicals,

A

Slow Moving Vehicle Emblem
Our 'hats off to FFA New Horizons
for the excellent coverage of the Seneca,

FFA

-

adoption of the

Slow Moving Vehicle

Emblem Awareness/Renewal Program,
("Don't Let Safety Fade Away," pg. 20,
1 990). I applaud the originality
and enthusiasm of the Seneca leaders and
membership in their two-part road safety

June-July,

project.

Since the early '60s, FFA chapters
across the country have played a vital role

SMV emblem as the

FFA
blem

in their

SMV

program of

While many people can pass up candy, magazines
or soap, few can say no to crisp, juicy apples fresh from
die orchards of Washington state.
The pick of the crop is available for your club to
sell right now-Red Delicious, Golden Delicious or

Granny Smith.
Just call or write to the address below for a free
brochure with complete details on how to make your
fund-raising effort die most profitable ever.

Washington Apple Commission
Fund-Raising Division

Box 18, Wenatchee, WA 98807
Phone: (509) 663-9600

P.O.

The Original Health Food.

activities.

Ken Harkness
Emblem

Inventor-Slow Moving Vehicle

Columbus. Ohio

—

Two Corrections
The photos accompanying "All In the Family" (OctoberNovember, 1990, page 26) were taken by
Cynthia Wessel, not Jim Rose.
In the photo story "The Road To
Convention" (December-January, 1 99091, page 10) photographers Tim
Brewington and Shayna Steffler are from
Firth, Idaho. The name of their town was
spelled incorrectly.

Send

— Ed.

or notes with name, address and
chapter to MAILBAG, FFA New Horizons,
P.O. Box 15160, Alexandria, VA 22309. All
letters are subject to editing.
letters

mean healthier sales.
for fund raising.

Today,

use needs a 'boost' and again
groups are including the
em-

Washington apples

America's favorite fruit is a natural

safety.

emblem

National Perspec-

tive"

Illinois,

in the

symbol of farm/roadway

do Buck blades
The Ohio members visited the historical highway marker where the first
Future Farmers of Virginia chapter was

hold an edge?
BUCK KNIVES are known for holding an

started.

If you own one, you know that's true.
you don't own one yet, you might think it's
just another advertising slogan. There are
two good reasons why it's a/act]

edge.
If

Farm, Factory,
Fellowship

starts with our steel. Made in America,
our exacting specifications, it's what we
call high-carbon, high-chrome steel. To
It

The Amanda-Clearcreek, Ohio, FFA
Chapter recently conducted an educational
exchange weekend with Virginia chapters
and visited the farm of Matt Lohr, eastern
region vice president, to see his Supervised Agricultural Experience Project.
The weekend included a tour of vari-

ous agricultural programs including the

where the McCormick Reaper was
developed by Cyrus McCormick.
An extensive tour of the Shenandoah
Pride dairy farm gave a first-hand look at
developments in the dairy industry in
embryo transplanting and the possible use
of BST. Mr. Nelson Gardner, president of
the Shenandoah Pride Milk Processing

to

make a superior knife blade,

steel must
combine both of these characteristics.
Here's why:
High-carbon (but free of large, coarse

primary carbides) means the steel can
be heat treated, deep-frozen and tempered
superior edge sharpness and retention.

site

plant, told the students

how

High-chromium, including

\

When all is said and done,

pre-

saw turkey production on a large scale.
Over 22,500 turkeys were raised in the
one turkey house. At the Lohr farm the

BUCK

observed the large poultry operation.
Students also were treated by the Turner
Ashby FFA chapter of Dayton, Virginia,
to a pizza party. The two groups of
members exchanged ideas about FFA

own

9

A

1

KNIVES

and the various agricultural

Famous

areas.

For free "Knife

FFA members

along with advisor Miller and Mr. and Mrs. James Snider,
Eight

performance

Lifetime Guarantee. If all this sounds like
your kind of knife, visit your favorite dealer
and see what we offer.

sented with a tour of the Arey Turkey
farm in Mt. Solon, Virginia, where they

operations in their

it's

And your Buck knife won't let you
down. To show you our confidence, we back
every knife we make with our no-nonsense
that counts.

Virginia, area.

activities

pit-

\

to tour the facility in the Bridgewater,

was

and

ting resistance.
Yes, it starts with the steel, but in the end it's what
we do with the steel that gives our blades their
edge over the others. We heat-treat it, freeze it
and temper it to bring blades to a hardness of 58
on the Rockwell C scale, just right to hold an
edge. Compare that with any other brand!

the milk co-

industry story

molybdenum and

silicon content, provides superior corrosion

operative operated and allowed students

The poultry

rich

1

tor

holding an edge!

Know-How"

booklet, write:

|

BUCK
P.O.

FFA Alumni members, made the
The chapter's goal this year is to
expand the students knowledge of agri-

KNIVES, INC., Dept. NH-291
Box 1267, El Cajon, CA 92022

^

local

TRAPPER, Model 312

trip.

culture

on the national

level as they pre-

pare to enter careers in agriculture. (Sean
Rittinger,

Amanda- Clearcreek Reporter)
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FFA Creed Receives Minor Changes
Delegates
to accept a

changes

at the

63rd National Convention voted not

new FFA Creed,

in the current creed.

It

but rather

now

make

slight

begins, "I believe in

>

the future of agriculture." In the second paragraph, the

,\
A

word "pursuits" replaces "pursuit," and in the last paragraph, the phrase "rural America" is changed to "Ameri-

*m1^#BI

can agriculture."

Last year's biggest events in FFA

2

million
Foundation Tops

$4

Million

For the first time, the
National FFA Foundation topped the $4 million mark by raising a
record-setting $4.2 million in

1

990. The money

used to support the
programs and activities
of FFA and other agricultural education orgais

Strategic Plan

FFA joined

with the larger family of agricultural educamapping out agricultural education's
future. As a result, the National FFA Organization and state
associations have begun setting goals that contribute to the
overall goals of the Strategic Plan. The plan's authors hope

nizations.

tion organizations in

make agricultural education attractive and up-to-date
while preserving the successful format of classroom instruction, experience programs and student organizations.
to

FFA Center Mural
The National FFA Organization commissioned
Karen Kleinschuster

artist

mural for the
Center in Alex-

to create a

lobby of the National

FFA

would depict FFA's
and future. The result is a work
of art that communicates leadership, patriotism, science, agriculture and much more. It
andria, Virginia, that

past, present

was dedicated in July during State Presidents
Conference.

Fixed

475 Plan Passes
many years of debate over fair state

After

new convention delegate
system, "Fixed475," waspassedin 1990that

representation, a

should put the issue to

rest.

This year's del-

egate body will be fixed at 475 representatives. States

with growing memberships will

receive more delegates in the future.

MADE
FOR

The new

system will nearly double the number of
delegates compared to last year's convention.

EXCELLENCE

Made

For Excellence Seminars Popular

Demand

for

FFA's Made

workshops increased

in

for Excellence

1990 as more

state

welcomed the leadership activity.
The number of weekend seminars increased
associations

in 1989 to 33 in 1990. Made For
Excellence focuses on the personal development of FFA members.

from 24

Mentoring Program Announced
A mentoring program matching elementary
students with agriculture students was announced
in November at the national convention. The
program will be funded by a $1 million grant
from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle
Creek, Michigan. The program will target "atrisk" elementary students who, by working with
FFA members, will build trust, develop selfesteem and explore new

interests in plants

and

animals.
12
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Pride.
You'll find it in a few good men.
There's
this

one thing you notice about

man the minute your eyes meet

He's not just any kind of man, he's
one of a kind. From the determined
his.

look in his eye to the perfect cut of that
dress blue uniform, he possesses an
unusual quality that says he is something special. That quality is pride and
you'll find it in every Marine.
If you think you see yourself in this
man, and are looking for more information, send in the attached ^kk§t~
card or call 1-800-MARINES.
You may have what it takes ( V^g="
to wear that dress
M/f ~gl**C
blue uniform.
1 WMiU.MMMK9

*£ V

a

TheFew. TheProudJheMarines.

Each morning the

flag is raised

as campers observe quietly, out of respect, and because everyone

is

only half-awake.

Happy Campers
Some

believe there is
magic in the forests of
upstate New York

summer, something magical happens
people
Every
Camp Oswegatchie. Any FFA member from New York
to

state

who

has spent a

week

in

those

woods

will tell

at

you

it's true.

The magic happens when,
total strangers,

place,

become

in the

course of one week, 80-100

who have been thrown

together in a strange

Moonlit nights and the
forging the bonds, but the

close, trusting friends.

may have a hand in
magic happens one friendship at a time.
There is a rich history that surrounds this place. The camp's
1,200 acres of lakes, hardwoods and pine trees, located northeast of Croghan, New York, was bought just after World War II
through contributions by local FFA chapters. Many of the
buildings at Camp Oswegatchie (pronounced Os-wa-gah-chee)
were built by agriculture teachers and paid for by the chapters.
The main building, Widrick Lodge, sits at the edge of Long
Pond, the largest of four ponds on the property. Campsites with
names like Bullfrog, Deer Point and Hemlocks are sprinkled
cool mountain air
real

(Continued on Page 39)
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Camp Oswegatchie is nestled around four large ponds that
invite leisurely canoe rides
with an appetite for speed.

— and water skiing for those
FFA New Horizons
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Discovering nature and sharing experiences are at the
heart of the camping experience.

Friendly competition is
the name of the game
when the campers take
on the counselors in
Softball.

After breakfast, everyone is dispatched for clean-up detail,
an activity that teaches responsibility and keeps the camp

looking sharp.

Story

and photos by Andrew Markwart

"You cry when you leave,"
says one camper, "it's like
leaving your family."

As campf ires blaze late into the evening, chants of "we got spirit, how 'bout you?'
echo across the

February-March. 1991

lake.
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A Driving
Force
for

Camp

Courage
FFA chapters

in

Minnesota

money to

help send
physically disabled
raise

people to

fall, Minnesota FFA members turn contributions of grain into finansupport for Camp Courage.

Each
cial

camp

By Andrew Markwart

1953, Minnesota FFA memSince
bers have been collecting corn and
other grains from farmers, turning
that grain into cash, and giving the

money

to

Camp Courage

so physically

disabled children and adults can enjoy the
pleasures of the outdoors.

The two campuses of Camp Courage,

Com

with physical disabilities and communication disorders an opportunity to discover abilities they never knew they had

have expanded

operates the camps.

They

are often intro-

hobbies or sports they develop
further at home or school. The goal is to
improve self-confidence in the campers.

duced
disabled people the chance to
build self-confidence.

In

1

to

990, chapters across the state raised

$88,758 for the camp, nudging the

r

"

brffll
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Much of the money raised by Minnesota
FFA chapters helps sponsor individual
campers.
16

a former national

FFA officer

Drives.

The

Wisconsin, South Dakota,
North Dakota and Iowa.
Most of the money raised by the chapters goes toward sponsoring campers, but
other large sums have helped build some
of the camps' major facilities, including
the FFA Leadership Activities/Dining Hall
at Courage North, and the Speech Therapy
building and a greenhouse at Camp
Courage.
state lines into

Some

chapters visit the

training session at the

com from farmand contribute the cash
sales to a worthy cause. They

camps

to see

the results of their fundraising efforts.

The FFA

onto the ground than usual

drives

most other
grains. Chapters also raise money by selling fruit, pine cones and scrap metal and
by sponsoring pancake suppers.
The drives have also spilled over the

The Com Drives began in
1953 when Freeborn FFA advisor Lee Asche suggested that
since wind had knocked more
that year, students should glean

com

original

to include

from Minnesota.

com
J^E^"~~~

V|3nwt

all-

time total FFA contribution figure over $2 million. According
to Dean Harder, regional director for Courage Center, the goal
for 1990-91 is $105,000. Harder
is

^ffj%

,

located in central Minnesota, "offerpeople

or they thought they had lost," according
to Courage Center, the organization that

Camp Courage offers physically

farmers to "Donate a Bushel." With the
$90 collected from that first Com Drive,
the chapter sent a neighbor, disabled by
polio, to Camp Courage.
The idea spread to other chapters and
since 1 955 Com Drives have been a major state activity. Over 90 percent of all
Minnesota chapters have participated in

also sponsors amateur radio

camp and has

un-

derwritten the cost of a movie about

Courage Centercalled "Faces of Courage."
In a time when many traditions have
been cast aside in the name of progress,
the tradition of giving by Minnesota FFA

the unharvested

chapters to those less fortunate continues

ers 'fields

to flourish.

also built a make-shift

com

crib

near the town's elevator, asking

These members are proving
is not just a phrase
motto, but words to

that "Living to

Serve"

to recite in the

FFA

live by.

•••
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People-To-People Marketing
Should You

Go the

Direct Route?

Ideas to consider
By

Eric

fresh

Gibson

to

According

when

selling

produce

Marin County, CaliFarmers Market

fornia, Certified

Manager Lynn Bagley,

cities

owe

their origin to the original farmers

markets, as travellers would stop long
to replenish their provisions from

enough

many

the produce hawkers. For

farmers, direct marketing

time has

come

—

small

an idea whose

is

again.

Advantages
By eliminating or taking over

Direct Marketing
•

Profits.

some middle-level marketing
direct marketers

of the
•

activities,

can gain a greater share

retail dollar.

Cash Flow. The

paid cash

direct marketer gets

—in-hand and

on-the-spot in-

stead of waiting to find out when,

— and sometimes —

much
paid.

if

Immediate payment

is

how

Good communication skills and a desire to meet new people are

he'll get

vital to

a successful direct marketing enterprise.

especially

helpful for small or start-up growers whose
capital

is

limited.

The grower has

Small Farmer. Exemptions from
wholesale grading requirements and
•

container requirements allow the small

grower to market his crops "field run."
Going to the farmers market, for instance,
eliminates the need to repack crops harvested in field boxes, something the small
farmer can't afford to do.
• The Farm Family. Direct marketing
maximizes the use of family labor. Besides being economically sound, family
farming is fun and healthy
the family
that farms together stays together.

—

•

Customer Contact. Face-to-face

di-

marketing gives farmers an opportunity to try new crops and receive valuable
feedback from customers. Through sampling and talking to people, direct sales
outlets provide an opportunity to increase
demand for unusual items.
rect

Challenges of Direct Marketing
It

might pay

to take a close look at just

—

what the middleman does
and the time
and resources required to do this
before
deciding if it's a job you want to take on.
Marketing direct really means more
than just deciding to take produce to the
farmers' market instead of to the broker.
February-March, 1991

—

to adjust his

whole

sys-

tem, including extending the season by
staggering plantings; diversifying crops;

ing

is

for something that

space and

sells for

grows on a small

a lot of money." Don't

farmers' market said, "Farmers often de-

head for the farmers' market with a truckload of watermelons and expect to make a
lot of money.
Roadside Stands: Facilities can begin
very simply and expand as success and

cide to go into direct marketing without a

volume warrant. Transportation

They immediately hit
markets a week. Very soon,

reduced or eliminated if the stand is located on or near the site of production. If
the stand is on the farm, you can also sell
your products at your farm without special
packaging, container, or grading requirements. If the stand is on the farm, the
operator can keep the stand open for
business on slow days without having to
spend all his time watching it.

and

—

— perhaps

hardest for

many

farmers

dealing with customers.

As

plan.

the

manager of one California

six farmers'

they're tired

from being on the road all the time; and no
one is taking care of the farm."
Dealing with the end-consumer is the
essence of direct marketing. Time spent
making up seasonal availability lists of
products to give to customers, or talking
to customers and answering their questions, is just as essential in direct marketing as time on the tractor.
Producing crops is also different for
direct marketing: the growerneeds a steady
supply; unique, high-quality varieties that
customers don't find in supermarkets; or
standard varieties of just-picked freshness. Where direct marketing may prove
successful is with such seasonal items as
berries or asparagus, or with exceptionally high-value items like strawberries,
fruit, mushrooms, or gift packs. As
one farmer expressed it, "direct market-

dried

The main

costs are

factors to consider in road-

side marketing are location, location

parking, type of structure, signs, what to

grow and customer service. Depending
on how big you get, roadside marketing

may

require considerable capital invest-

ment and sales force, advertising and promotion

costs.

(Continued on Page 39)
is reprinted by permission from
the forthcoming book by Eric Gibson, The
Small Grower's Marketing Guide.

This article
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computers, engineering and business will be some
of the "hot" career areas in agricul-

Biotechnology,

ture in coming years, predict several experts from industry and universities.

Environmental studies, animal

sci-

ment officer at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champagne, "There is a demand,
but not large numbers," he says. "And you
must have a Ph.D.," which involves at
least three or four years of study
college graduation.

—

after

ence, agronomy, integrated pest manage-

— graduates

ment and food science

in

Food Science

these
fields
shouldn't have
any trouble find-

Another science-based cluster of careers,
food science also ranks high for future

ing jobs, either. In

career opportunities, the experts say. Dr.
Shu Geng, an associate dean at the Uni-

coming years, the
emphasis

in agri-

culture will
likely shift

most
even

more toward

sci-

ence and business,
with an international

versity of California-Davis, foresees expansion in this area, which calls upon
experts in biochemistry, microbiology and
fermentation science.
Challenges within the food-processing
industry include processing techniques
that require fewer chemicals and development of new products tasty, new
dishes that offer consumers the most nu-

—

flavor.

trition for their

Hot Careers of the 90s
Agriculture

demand

will

Environmental Studies

Biotechnology
who create test-tube

Scientists

highly

people in
the 1990s. Which
area fits your
skilled

cotton
or breed new, insect-resistant crop varieties
these are the images of the

—

biotechnologist. Put simply, biotechnol-

ogy means using science and engineering
to improve our lives and solve problems.
"Biotechnology

is in

different ways," says Dr.

in many
Don Holt, direc-

demand

Experiment
Station. "Many industries are going glotor of the Illinois Agricultural

interests?

seed industry, so there's a

bal, like the

demand
By Michelle Domangue

for

knowledge of genetics and

plant breeding."

As a career field,

"I see

biotechnology

as a big growth area," says professor Roger

Bruene, College of Agriculture placement
officer at

Iowa

State University. "I heard

growth is 25 percent a year in
terms of human resource needs in science.
Ultimately, these positions require
graduate degrees (master's and doctorate). But behind every Ph.D. are support
staff with bachelor's and master's degrees
to serve as technicians. Biotechnology is
the rate of

employment opportunities
young people."

creating

Dr.

for

Dwayne Suter, an associate dean at

A&M

Texas
University, agrees that
knowledge of science will bring job op-

State. "I can't say
I

culture)."

Suter, at

Warren Wessels, place-

Texas

A&M,

notes he's al-

ready seeing a "large emphasis on areas
relating to ecology and environmental
sciences. This is probably going to continue," he says. But if you're serious about
such a career, caring about the environment
is not enough. "Bone up on science," he
advises. "If you want a quality career,

need a

solid,

you

balanced high school edu-

cation."

Agribusiness

—

Opportunities in agribusiness
manufacturing, marketing and selling
agricultural products
will grow, the
experts agree. Even now, the jobs available exceed the number of graduates. But
in coming years, more knowledge and
skills will be required of agribusiness
professionals, along with increased understanding of other languages and cul-

—

to feed

to

specific jobs, but

environment will produce employment
opportunities for young people, and we'll
see new programs (in colleges of agri-

open," he says.
experts are not so optimistic.

what

know we'll see more. Concern about the

tures.

According
18

Environmental scientists will tackle
tough issues like water quality and quantity, soil conservation and effects of agricultural chemicals on people and other
living organisms.
"We'll see more regulations, perhaps,
and more concern," says Bruene at Iowa

"For those with graduate degrees in genetics, plant and animal breeding and biotechnology, the field is wide
portunities.

Some

money.

But why the growth? "Within the next
lOyears, we'll have another billion mouths

on planet Earth; within the next 30

years, another 3 billion," says

Chuck

Bearden of Moorman Manufacturing Co.,
FFA New Horizons

about

Of

how

products will be used."

special interest to

FFA members,

several industry representatives specifically

mentioned leadership training as

a characteristic they look for in po-

traditional fields; plant science,
soil

agronomy,

science and integrated pest manage-

ment. Specialists in animal science are

employees.

tential

Underwood, from the Univeisity of
Minnesota, says she continues to see positions offered in a broad range of these

finding positions, as well.

Computers and Engineering
a livestock feed and equipment firm based
in Quincy, Ilinois. "A 75 percent increase
in

production of agricultural products in

30 years offers great opportunity to anyone involved in agriculture.
"But farming and ranching operations
are getting bigger and more sophisticated,"
Bearden continues. "The people who run
these operations require smarter, better

informed, better educated, more sophistimore professional suppliers to help

cated,

them. They don't want someone to just
come and deliver products. It will be difficult for people with less than college
degrees to provide the services and infor-

mation demanded."
agribusiness is
Another challenge
growing more international by the minute.
"International awareness is important,"
says Jean Underwood, director of Career
Services in the University of Minnesota
College of Agriculture. "Products are
traded on an international basis. So students need global awareness and knowledge of other languages and cultures."

Already, computer scientists are designing on-board computer systems for
tractors and combines to help producers
make decisions on the go, says Dr. Harold
Reetz, director of the Potash and Phosphate Institute in Monticello, Illinois.

Reetz classifies computers and electronics as "hot career areas for the

Jobs

in agricultural

— along with many
— now

others

requires students

across the nation

to study foreign language,

which "gradu-

and mechanical

plentiful.
engineering
are
also
Brommerich notes that John Deere recently sought 45 engineering graduates in

one semester alone, one-third of these

St.

Paul,

Minne-

confirms that "crop and livestock
production specialists are 'hot' career arsota,

eas for us."

Only Predictions
None of these experts knows the future,
of course, and they're the first to say that
the crystal ball grows fuzzy when looking
beyond tomorrow. But their experience in
teaching, placing and hiring the next generation of agricultural professionals makes
their predictions worth considering.

in

agricultural engineering.

Prepare

—

Her university

near fu-

ture."

Lani Jordan of Cenex-LandO' Lakes,
a food processor based in

Other Fields

Among

the traditional "ag" subjects,

entomology

Now

Whichever career path you choose,

(the study of insects), contin-

ues to offer great career prospects. "We
can never graduate entomology students
to meet demand," Suter from Texas

strong preparation in high school will play

a big role in whether you land a challenging, well-paid job after college.

consultants (advising farmers, for ex-

"Prepare well," says Underwood. "Take
math and sciences, communications, English, public speaking, and leam to write."
She urges students to get related work

ample, on how to protect crops from insect damage), in government positions, in
urban entomology programs or for
chemical companies.

experience in production agriculture, if
they can. "A farming background is very
helpful later in making sales calls or when
working as an agricultural consultant.^..

A&M

says. Graduates could expect to

work

as

ates praise later."

"You need to be proficient in at least
one major world language other than English," says Suter at Texas A&M. "We
have to know more about how to communicate with people of other cultures if
we're going to be effective in marketing."
His university, too, requires at least a year
of college foreign language study for
graduation.

Suter stresses, as well, the importance
of knowing how to type, how to use a
computer and an understanding of business principles. Agribusiness "doesn't
mean lots of ag and a little business," he
stresses.

In addition to

knowledge of business,

science and foreign language, the agri-

business professionals of tomorrow

still

need technical knowledge, too. " We look
for people

who understand farming," says

Dale Brommerich, personnel supervisor
for the John Deere Co.'s Kansas City,
Missouri, regional marketing office. "Our
marketing representatives have to know
February-March, 1991
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The Confident

Edge
Knowing business etiquette
will help you relax for those
important occasions
By Ann Marie Sabath

that most people take for
Actions
granted, or never think about,

affect business

tionships.

marketable
great

skill

it

rela-

a very

or a product that

is

in

sand in your
will affect your interaction

demand, but

social gears,

and social

You may have
if

there

is

with others.

greetings and introductions are listed be-

low:

Q.

When

is it

appropriate to call an adult

name?
A. When he/she makes that recommenda-

Business relationships at all levels
should be simple and effortless or at least
seem that way. Knowing what to do and
when to do it projects the confidence

by his/her

essential to success.

in a business setting,

So whether your goal

is

to prepare for

an agricultural job or a non-agricultural
one, you can be certain of one thing: your
key to success will be based on how well

you

interact with others.

Things First
Did you know that it takes 15 seconds
make a first impression and the rest of

your life to undo it if it was a negative one?
Observing the "Rule of Twelve" is the key
12 words you speak should
some form of thanks, if appropriWhen meeting someone for the first
first

include
ate.

time, express your gratitude. Example:

"Thank you

for scheduling this meeting"

or "It's a pleasure meeting you in person."
The first 12 steps you take should be

Whether you're
walking from the street into a building or
down the hall, walk with a purpose
with vim, vigor and vitality. Note: studies
have shown that people who walk at a
brisk pace are perceived as getting more
those of confidence.

—

done.

The

first

12 inches from your shoul-

down should include impeccable
grooming. Your hair, collar, accessories,
etc. should be a reflection of the quality
person you are.
What you say and how you say it is
"the name of the game." That's why the
six most commonly asked questions about
ders

20

Q.

When a man is introduced to a woman
who

should

initiate

the handshake?

A.
Q.

It

doesn't matter.

What

is

the best

someone's name

to

way

whom

to

remember

I've just

been

with the person.

Q. What is the best way to handle forgetting someone's name who approaches
Initiate a handshake with the person
and re-introduce yourself. In most cases,

A.

the person will say his/her

shaking hands.
Q. How should

which someone

munication briefings:
The most important six words: "I appreciate you and your efforts."
The most important five words: "I am
proud of you."
The most important four words: "What
is your opinion?"
The most important three words: " If

you please."
The most important two words: "Thank
you."

A. Repeat the person's name when first
meeting him/her. Also, try to use the name
at least once during your conversation

you?

to projecting a positive image.

The

tion.

introduced?

First

to

first

Making People Feel Important" as cited
in Communicating Effectively II by com-

I

name when

handle the situation in
calls

me by

the

wrong

name?
A. Simple restate yourname. By doing so,
you will spare the person from added
embarrassment.
Q. When meeting with others whom I
rarely see, is a handshake in order at the
end of our get-together?
A. While a handshake is not necessary at
the end of a meeting, it is a professional
way to solidify what was discussed during
the time you spent together.

Some Words Worth
When managing

Filing

Away

others, motivation

is

The

least

important one word: "I."

Key Rules For Business Dining
•When

escorted to a table by a host/

hostess, your guests should precede you.

When

seating yourself, take the lead.

•Be sure to offer the "best" seat to your
guest. Seat yourself with your back to the
door or main part of the room.
•Once everyone is seated, place your
napkin on your lap. This serves as a cue
that you are ready for menus to be brought
to you.

•When making

a food

recommenda-

tion, realize that most guests will also take

your suggestion as a guideline

to suitable

price ranges.

•When

the server asks for your order,

before your guests', say, "I'd like my
guests to order first." Besides being appropriate, it's a cue that you will take care

of the check at the end of the meal.
•When reaching for the bread basket,
salad dressing, etc. offer them to your
guests before helping yourself.
•Tip adequately. Treat your server with
the

same consideration

that

you would

A

generous tip (15 - 20
a small price to pay for good

like to receive.

essential to assist them in completing tasks.

percent)

Following are some "Key Words For

service and personal attention.

is

•••
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FFA's national officers chal-

lenge their fellow members
to take an active role in
helping the environment

MarkTimm
As

the

leaders in agriculture

and

Take a leadership

MattLohr
Recycle. Recycling

is a great
place to start helping the

environment. Saving newspapers, glass, aluminum cans

and

plastics

may seem

to

have a small
impact at
first,

responsibility, spread the

tal

word and pass on your
knowledge and commitment. President Kennedy
summed it up best when he
said, "One person can

Difference
J

make

Leadership for a

Growing Planet

National FFA
Ben
Nessmith

Week
February! 6-23

Plant

trees.

My friends,

but a

our future

group
can

depends on
acting now. Use
your FFA chapter

work

to help the idea of

large

planting trees

wonders!

catch on in your

community. Take
an active role in
participating

and promoting
Arbor Day.

JulieClassen and Danny Grellner
things. Like a huge wall made
from small bricks, it's the little things that add
up that make a difference. So many times we
search for some "larger than life" answer to
life's simple questions. Each of us doing the
"little things" can have a huge impact. Shut
the water off while brushing your teeth, turn
off the lights when you leave a room,
the

little

carpool!!!

What's your idea?
The

national officers have shared

their ideas about helping the environ-

ment.

Now it's your turn to share youridea
FFA members. In three sentences
us what an FFA member can do to
environment. FFA New Horizons

with other
or less,

tell

help the

will publish the six best ideas in a future is-

sue of the magazine. Send the idea

school picture of yourself

to:

Environmental Idea
FFA New Horizons
P.O.Box 15160
Alexandria,

VA

22309-0160.

and a

a difference;

everyone should try!"

effort

Do

young

America, you have the world at
your fingertips, and it is up to
all to accept this environmen-

Make a
7**

role.

Lesa Ann King
Educate others. The greatest gift
you can give the Earth is to share
your knowledge about
agriculture and the environment. Being involved in
agricultural education,

work close

to the Earth

we
and

understand its needs. The
Earth is the gift that keeps
giving
if we prepare

—

the future to receive

it.

VcV

Mil
Lisa Hefty experimented to see

if

excess nutrients were getting

into the local water supply.

EnviRonmsrvmi impna
Through experiment and research, FFA's top
agriscientists found answers to critical farm problems
complain
Some
do something
people

Hefty in the

about life's problems, while others
about them. Put Tracie Daniels and Lisa

latter

category.

The two FFA members were concerned about groundwater quality and crop pests that hurt yields. But instead of doing
nothing they developed science projects to find answers to those
problems. National agriscience student winner Daniels conducted a five-year search for natural ways to stop nematodes
from destroying peanut crops. Runner-up Hefty studied how

fertilizers leach into

groundwater.

Daniels, a 17-year-old senior at Branford, Florida, high
school,

When

grew up on a crop and livestock farm

in

nearby O'Brien.

she was 12, she heard her father talk about nematodes

hurting his peanut crop. "They were doing really nasty
to dad's crops," she recalls. "I

damage

saw my father in pain and our crop

damaged."
Still in sixth

grade, Tracie decided to learn about nematodes.

She found that they are eel-like microscopic parasites resembling
earthworms - and that they kill plants by burrowing into roots,
releasing enzymes that make plant cells swell and ruin nutrient
uptake, leaving ugly bumps (nodules) on roots.
She wondered if such creatures could be controlled without
agrichemicals. "1 wanted to find alternatives to chemical
nematicides because many were being banned," Tracie recalls.
In a book she had sent for from the University of Florida (U. of
F. ), she had read that marigolds could possibly be used to control
nematodes naturally. At a local junior college she learned to
make extractions from the marigold plant. "I determined that
one of the extractions was fairly effective in controlling nematodes," she says.

two years Tracie became serious about lab work
data. She experimented with other plants to see
how effective they were against nematodes. She started working
with some local scientists from the Institute for Food and
In the next

and collecting

Agricultural Sciences (ISAS), a U. of F. research station.

Trade's science data showed that marigolds could cut nemadamage by half. Other plant extracts like crotalaria and
hairy indigo - both considered weeds to farmers - showed
tode

Tracie Daniels researched natural pest controls.
22

successful control.
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In Trade's fifth year she entered phase
two of her project. "Up until this time I
hadn't done what I call scientific process"
she says. "At this point we did things by
the book: measured the data, and proved
results statistically."

Working with

the

Hefty built three models depicting

common soil profiles found in her county.
tilizer. "I

different levels of ferconstructed a tubing system and

Each solution was placed in a vial
with specific amounts of nematodes and
tomato plants with all roots pruned except
taproots. "The purpose of this phase was
to see if these solutions would stop nematodes from entering roots immediately,"
she says. "And in each case each one of
these solutions succeeded in keeping
nematodes from getting into the plants."
Her results are startling. It means farmers may not need expensive and dangerous pesticides if they can get rid of nemarial.

todes with a natural

poured water into each profile,
The water would
leach through and reach the different

representing rainfall.
plants."

made from wheat.
"The way environmental issues are being
pushed today, farmers
may not have the option

comicbooks.

levels.

agriculture offer plenty of project ideas.

someday" Tracie says.
"If one of those restrictions comes about
I want them to have
some option for nema-

Hefty wanted to see what would
She used the
school land lab, where the soil is mostly a
heavy clay, typical of the county's farmland. She hypothesized that leaching
would not occur in heavy clay soils.
Lisa selected a field where water from
in the real world.

tile

"/

could be tested. It
was planted with
soybeans and fertil-

my project was going

was applied to
field. Hefty
tested the soil, water and tissue of

had to buckle down
and ask questions if
to

plants several times
during the growing

season.

______

—

Results

showed

that as the

growing

tode control.

season continued, soybean plants absorbed

found out since I've been doing this
project that a lot of different states had the
same problem," she adds. "So that made
my problem a lot more valuable to other

fertilizer from the soil.

did

it

for the farmers."

Her data from field
proved leaching does occur but in
very small amounts. "This probably occurred through other soil types further up
in the tile system that do not have as high
tests

agriscience project. Lisa, 18, lives on a

two-acre tree and livestock operation on
her grandfather's 200-acre crop and swine
farm. She thought farmers were getting a
bad rap for groundwater pollution.
"I

was just a freshman

in

high school

some agricultural problem

may be solved by scientific
Once you

techniques, she suggests.
identify that problem,

thinkaboutways to

—

Forma hypothesis that syour
idea aboutthe possible solution. The
resolve it.

project itself then involves experiments,
analyzing yourdata, and forming conclusions based on thatdata. You can get
help in these areas from your agriculture
instructor or science teacher.

Here are some additional tips:

Useyourcuriosity. When first
grade school, all wanted to do
was find out whatthese nematodes were,
1

.

I

started in

I

Traciesays. Likewise, picka project that

you genuinely like and are interested in.
Itwon t be a hassle because it s something you like to do, she says.
2.Considerallideas. Noideaistoo

Lookatyourcomand the industry of agriculture,

small, Traciesays.

munify,

and use thatas a guide. Any kid who has
any idea, no matter how small, needs to

Results from Hefty's project inspired
the local health officials to test well water.

Tracie Daniels lives intheboonies, as

They found only one percent contaminated

she says, but there happens to be a
University of Florida research branch

by

startwith that idea.
3.

says.

Lisa Hefty, a Purdue University fresh-

man from Auburn, Indiana, also had
farmers in mind when she planned her

feel

many facetsof

It will grow.
Takes advantage of the facilities
and resources nearyou. For example,

a clay or organic matter content," she

Grandpa's Fault?

Identify

thatyou

izer

Lisa Hefty

"I

Daniels points out thatthe

the

get end results.
-

Butyoudon t have to be a bookworm
or a rocket scientistto get involved. Tracie

Now

happen

___________ ___________ underground

of using chemicals

Agriscience? Are you kidding? Just
word can send some high school
students fleeing to the safety of their

the

Hefty found no leaching of nutrients in
average and high fertilizer levels. She
discovered that fertilizer did leach in the
one soil profile given excessive fertilizer

control, like a solution

I

Agriscience

planted wandering jews for plant tissue
tests. I

ISAS, Tracie made

wet solutions out of crotalaria, hairy indigo, wheat, and caster bean plant mate-

people.

How to Get Started in

She applied three

nitrates.

For all of the payback to farmers and
community members, Tracie and Lisa both

within driving distance. Find people who

can helpyou. That includes your school s
science teacher or local professionals.

agree that the projects really follow the
FFA motto, "Learning by Doing." "When

And don be afraid to call upon univer-

people ask me what's important about this

sity

I tell them 'You learn more by
doing the project than by the results you

t

and government scientists or profes-

when I kept hearing farmers were to blame

project,

groundwater and for polluting our
streams" she says. "I wanted to find out if

get,'" says Tracie, a straight-A student

4. Finally, try nottogetdiscouraged.

was true. Was Grandpa at fault?"
The opportunity to find out came when
Hefty's agriculture advisor at DeKalb
High School told students about the FFA

and future veterinarian. "You learn how
to solve tomorrow's problems scientifi-

As in any endeavor, success often takes
trial and error. Find an idea and go after

Agriscience Student Recognition Program. "I saw this as an opportunity to start

communications in college, couldn't agree
more. "I've gained the ability to ask questions and that skill will help me with my

for

it

a project and see

if farmers were polluting
streams with fertilizer leaching," Hefty
says. Leaching is the process of fertilizer,
not used by plants, filtering down through

the soil.
February-March, 1991

cally in the lab."

Lisa,

who

initiative.

ask questions

I

if

get end results."

nematode research.

it,

is

studying agricultural

career," she says. "This project

own

sors, as Daniels did frequently for her

had

my

to buckle

project

was

my

down and

was going

to
...

Tracie concludes. Believeyoucando

it.

The Agriscience Student Recognition Program is sponsored by Monsanto Agricul-

Company as a special project of the
National FFA Foundation.

tural
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MOVE IT.
take confidence,
bring it out.
Army ROTC is a college elective that'll help you
develop those leadership skills, for success in college

You've got the potential. But

initiative

and self-discipline

it'll

to really

and

in the military or civilian world beyond.
Class time is about 2 to 4 hours per week. And in most
cases, you're under no obligation until junior year.
Shouldn't you find out more about ROTC? Call 1-800USA-ROTC. Or contact your local University Professor
of Military Science. It's your move.

BS*

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CM TAKE.

Agriculture's

New Professionals

Production Agronomist
patiently

working with people who are not

familiar with canola and are often skeptical about considering

"Usually, the crop

it

as a viable crop.

something that the
farmer has never grown. The elevators
have never handled it. The dealers have
never handled the seed, so much of my job
is introducing a whole new crop to them."

He

year since 1985, a blanket of
flowers has been slowing
spreading across the fields of the
South, the Midwest and the Great

The flowers belong

to canola and
and production
agronomist Leslie Lloyd is working with
farmers and researchers to establish the
crop in America.
Canola is a new crop to American
farmers but it is a major vegetable oil crop
in Canada and Europe. The vegetable oil
made from canola is one of the healthiest
available on the market. According to the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Canola

Plains.

industrial rapeseed plants

oil contains 6 percent saturated fat compared to 15 percent in soybean oil and 92
percent in coconut oil. In today's healthconscious consumer market, those are
impressive numbers for canola.
For the past three years, Lloyd has
been working for Calgene, one of the
major agricultural biotechnology firms in
the country. His job responsibilities range
from helping crop farmers understand how
to grow the new crop to persuading grain

February-March, 1991

became

interested in science

elevators to handle the small canola seeds.

through a high school biochemistry class
in his hometown of Dyersburg, Tennessee. Pursuing that interest, he went on to
get a bachelor of science degree in plant
pathology from Mississippi State University and a masters degree in agronomy
from the University of Illinois. During
summer vacations, he worked as a pest
scout at the University of Tennessee where
he found a great satisfaction in working
with farmers. "That's where I learned about
big-time row-crop farming," says Lloyd.
His first job out of college was with the
agrichemical division of BASF. Then
Calgene asked him to help introduce canola
to farmers in the Midwest and South.
Lloyd says that the new Farm Bill signed
by President Bush last fall will help open
the door for expansion in canola production. Farmers have been given permission
to plant minor oilseed crops
including
canola and rapeseed
on government
set-aside acres that in the past went
uncultivated. That way, farmers will re-

He

ceive their deficiency payment plus the

Production Agronomist Leslie Lloyd helps growers
understand how to produce and market canola.

Every
yellow

first

is

—

also works .vith seed dealers and arranges rail and truck transportation for the
crop. He is involved, literally, from research to delivering the
crop to the processing _.

profit

from the oilseed crop.

Though Lloyd works
for Calgene, the canola

"It basically

puts us on even footing with other crops,"

plant in Chattanooga,

Tennessee.

—

he says.
Lloyd says

that

he

is

optimistic about the fu-

Lloyd is working
with farmers and

ture of canola

and

it's

cousin, industrial rapeseed.

With the turmoil

in

branch of the company
the Arab nations, there is
to
is called Ameri-Can
even more potential for
Pedigreed Seed Comthe use of agricultural
establish
pany. Residing in Union
commodities for indusCity, Tennessee, Lloyd
in
trial purposes here in the
explains, "I'm one of the
United States. With envifew Calgene employees ronmental
concerns
outside of California."
growing, working with a
He says that even though he studied natural source of oil instead of a petroagronomy and specialized in weed scileum-based oil may become more and more
ence in college, his current job is far from
attractive.
that of a specialist. "The job a lot more
With all of his varied responsibilities,
than an agronomist and it's a lot more
Lloyd says that his favorite part of the job
complicated than just sales," he explains.
is working with farmers. "I want to see
"The transportation end of it was totally
them be successful and it's exciting giving
new to me." Much of his time is spent them a new crop to grow," he said. ...

researchers

canola
America.
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During FFA Week., chapters around the country will help farmers make sure they aren't
spraying more crop protection chemicals
than necessary

f/ Leadership
'for a growing

planet

doing a complete job of covering the
topic." Peale says he teaches a unit on
sprayer technology and safety every
spring. "I see using this activity as an
extension into the community of what
we've been teaching in class."
Besides helping applicators ready their
equipment, chapters are being encouraged to publicize the need for sprayer
calibration by running news articles in
their local papers, constructing displays

where farmers gather and
organizing meetings for applicators feafor businesses

turing local spraying professionals.

FFA execubecause of FFA
and agricultural education's national
scope, this type of environmental safety
activity could make a real difference. "This
sprayer tune-up activity is a unique opportunity for FFA members to have a
substantial, nationwide impact on the reduction of pesticides sprayed on our farmland," he said. "Both the environment and
American farmers are sure to benefit
Coleman

Harris, national

tive secretary, says that

During

FFA week, chapters

making sure they take time

will visit

growers and professional applicators

to properly calibrate their spraying equipment.

greatly as a result."

The Sprayer
Tune-Up Team
who has spent time around
Anyone
fanners
the spring knows
that

in

things

move

pretty fast. There

is

limited, precious time to get the crops

planted between rain showers and before

summer

starts.

Because of the rush

to get in the fields,

maintenance and
calibration are sometimes overlooked.
This lack of maintenance results in unnecessary costs for the producer and excessive pesticides sprayed on the land.
That is why a number of FFA chapters
around the country are planning to work
with local farmers and custom applicators
details like sprayer

during FFA Week, February 16-23, to
help them calibrate their spraying equip-

ment well before the planting season starts.
The effort is a part of Sprayer Tune-up
Week, developed by Spraying Systems
Co., a manufacturer of spraying equipment
26

and replacement parts, in cooperation with
the National FFA Organization. The theme
for FFA Week, "Leadership for a Growing
Planet," will focus chapter activities on
environmentally related activities in their
communities, including sprayer calibra-

According to a study conducted at the
University of Nebraska, as many as 25
percent of Nebraska applicators were not

amount of spray
The same study showed proper

accurately applying the
desired.

calibration can save applicators about

$1.25 per acre per chemical applied.
In addition to the National FFA Organization, Sprayer Tune-up Week is endorsed by the Alliance for a Clean Rural
Environment (ACRE), the National Agricultural Chemicals Association,
(NACA) and the National AgriChemical
•••
Retailers Association (NARA).

Sprayer Tune-Up Information

tion.

Kits of information have been sent to

high school agriculture departments interested in conducting a sprayer tune-up
activity in their community. The kits contain lesson plans, brochures and videos
for teaching sprayer safety and maintenance to agriculture students and applicators of crop protection chemicals.
Agriculture instructor William Peale,
Pendleton, Oregon, says that the informa-

need for teachers. "We've
looked at the material and it's well done.
Many teachers haven't had a lot of training in this area, and probably haven't been
tion

is

filling a

Chapters interested in a Sprayer Tune-

up Week

kit of information should conSpraying Systems Co., Agriculture
Division, ATTN: SprayerTune-Up Week,

tact:

North Avenue, Wheaton, IL 60 889908. Suppliesare limited.
Another good source of information
is the Sprayer Calibrator Corporation.
They marketa simple, easy-to-use spray
1

tiptesterthat measures the flow of sprayer

nozzles in gallons per minute. For more
information, write to them
B, Fort Collins,

at:

P.O. Box

CO 80526.
FFA New Horizons

HHHmnH B

On

What's

He's thinking about the best

And

to

produce

his

next crop.

also

his

work helps feed most

knows

1

Mind?

His

And he knows he

must work even harder to keep our

of the world.

That's

why

farmers

and ranchers are

turning to

Alliance for a Clean Rural Environment.
that

a farmer has important environmental
free information

responsibilities. Starting with the quality of his family's

drinking water.

-».W*(

water safe.

our next meal.

He knows
He

way

f*,- *^'-.

And extending

ACRE and

to the

the

water

we

all

chemicals and

on safeguarding water

drink.

more information,

call

future.

or write:

ACRE
omass
P.O.

ACRE

is

a

Box 413708" Kansas City, Missouri 64179-0386
Toll-Free Number: 1-800-545-5410

non-profit, non-political information

ACRE,

source fostering stewardship of water quality

environment, supported by makers of the crop protection chemicals used

by America's

and

the

farmers.

the

provides

about the safe use of crop protection

tips

American farmer. Thoughtful stewards of our
For

ACRE

quality.

Ag Chemicals Technology
and the Environment
Here

is

how We

hear about environmental

protection on the radio, tele-

vision

music.

chemical
companies
are working
to protect

and through popular

We read aboutthe environment

in virtually every newspaper and
magazine. Environmental protection is
a major concern for all of us. It affects
many aspects of our ives...from food to
clothing, from vehicles to cleaning
products, from children's toys to garbage disposal. Nowhere is concern for
our environment more of a driving
force than in the crop protection
chemicals industry.
For several years, crop protection
I

chemicals manufacturers have been
developing new products and packaging with a clean environment in mind.
Their challenge: to provide chemicals
safe for the environment and consumer,
yet effective in protecting plants from
destructive pests,

weeds and

diseases.

Revolutionary new technologies already are meeting the challenge in the
development, packaging and use of
crop protection chemicals.
Agricultural chemicals manufacturers are committed to the task. Leo
Bontempo, president of Ciba-Geigy's
(Continued on Page 30)

the environ-

ment
By

Sylvia A. Walters

and

Christina M. Wilson,
Agricultural

Image Makers,

Inc.

Closed system equipment

limits applicator

to chemicals. Insecticide

goes from the "factory

exposure

to
the furrow" without direct human contact, eliminating
dust, odor, and risk of spills.
28
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Ljrom one generation to the next,
JL farmers have taken care of the
land to preserve their unique

way of life. And for more than

30 years, CIBA-Geigy has

^m^g

been there with them,
providing products that

farmers need to
produce the best
crops possible.

Farmers can't control many
things that affect their crops. Like

weather or the economy. But they can
use crop protection chemicals to help
control their crops' natural enemies.

We make Dual: AAtrex: Tilt:
Ridomii: Bicep* and other chemicals to do
just that. And we've pioneered package designs like the FARM-PAK'CS bulk handling

system, that reduce exposure in the storage,
handling and application of our products.
CIBA-Geigy also was the first ag

\

chemical company to require dealers to use
diked storage sites to contain potential leaks
and spills. And we continue to look for other
ways to make chemicals more effective
while encouraging farmers to use them with
care and concern for the environment.

So that future generations can lead
American farmers enjoy today

the kind of life
©1989. CIBA-Geigy, Agricultural Division,
EO. Box 18300, Greensboro, NC 27419.

CIBA-GEIGY

Ag Chemicals

formulations have been altered to increase the safety margin for workers
applying them.
Biological controls are sometimes
appropriate for pest control. Ciba-Geigy
has worked with bacillus thuringiensis
(Bt), which has been used to control
leaf-eati ng caterpi lars on various crops
for nearly 30 years.
Bt has not been popular because it
was generally less effective and more
difficult to make, ship and store than
traditional pesticides. On the positive
side, Bt is: highly selective (controlling
only certain insects); regarded by the
Enivronmental Protection Agency as

{Continued from Page 28)

I

and low in toxicity.
With environmental concerns

safe;

creasing over the

pany began

ment of industry companies. "We have
long recognized that our products and
actions, as well as those of others in-

volved

in agricultural

production, im-

pact the environment and future generations.
have been a responsible

We

environmental steward and continue
to intensify our efforts to protect and
preserve the environment."
Let's look at a few of these prothe way
environmental technologies
of the future
already in use today.

—

—

Crop Protection Chemicals
Taking New Forms

tists

are

becoming more and more

biotechnology and microbiology are
proving to be effective and safe in the
environment.

Manufacturers have developed
products that are applied at very low
rates, such as grams per acre, compared to older products applied at
pounds per acre. (Imagine being able
to store ag chemicals on a shelf instead
of in an entire warehouse!)
Also, these new low-dose chemicals do not leach, or move, to groundwater, but cling to the soil until they are
broken down by naturally- occuring
bacteria.

One

Chemistry. Tough subject. Right? But
you must admit, it's fascinating. Scienso-

cals

is

challenge of low-dose chemi-

to find formulations that

the applicator.

The increased concengrowers to cover more
chemical, leaving fewer

tration allows

products that do what we want them to

acres with less

when and where we want them
do
the way that we desire.

for the applicator to

all

the time

in

do,

to

it,

Crop protection chemicals manuhave developed a variety of

facturers

newformulations. Formulations are the
different forms an agricultural pesticide can take as an end product, such
as a liquid,

powder

or granule.

Some new chemicals

are applied at

very low rates; they are effective, yet
virtually non-toxic to man and animals. Small tablets that bubble when
dropped in water like cold medicine
and other easy-to-use products reduce
the grower's exposure to the chemical;
there is no mixing and no dust. Products developed through the science of
30

can be

accurately measured and applied by

developing

phisticated

packages to d ispose of and less chance
be exposed to the

chemical.

Ciba-Geigy

is

studying formulations

that include time- released capsules,

briquettes, tablets

be sold

in

and

to look seriously at

new

supplement to chemical products. One new Ciba-Geigy Bt
product will be formulated as a wettable powder and is expected to be on
the market within the next one or two

potential pollution.

Agricultural Division, echoes the senti-

in-

decade, the com-

strains of Bt as a

Bulk packaging, such as in 110 gallon shuttles replaces the
use of many small containers, leaving the farmer with no
product store or dispose. Bulk packaging eliminates waste

and

last

gels that could

a water-soluble bag,

and

(to reduce dust and improve worker and environmental

granular clay
safety).

Formulations are being constantly
modified to reduce potential hazard to
users and/or the environment. An example is Rhone- Poulenc's Sevin XLR
insecticide for vegetable and fru it crops;
the formulation has been modified to
reduce toxicity to bees. Other product

years.

Building the
Better Package
Packaging? Who should care about
packaging?Theanswer is, we all should.
The handling of chemicals, and the
containers they are sold in, is changing
rapidly and dramatically.
First, bulk packaging, such as in
1

10-gal Ion shuttles, replaces the use of
small containers. Second, reus-

many

able, returnable containers are

now

available. Both bulk and reusable
packagi ng reduce the need for contai ner
disposal.
Third, closed system equipment
limits applicator exposure to chemicals. Fourth, water soluble bags dissolve
in water, leaving no containertodispose
of. Fifth, where plastic containers are
still used, pressure rinsing of containers
allows thorough rinsing of recyclable
containers. Plastics from recycled
containers are used to make new containers and other plastic materials, with
no chemical residue.
In

1987, Ciba-Geigy introduced its
package, Farm Pak CS. It

first refillable

eliminates package disposal problems
and reduces personal and environ-

mental exposure to thechemical inside.
Ciba-Geigy introduced new products
in water-soluble packaging in 1989.
This packaging features an outer container which does not come in contact
with the chemical, so it can be disposed of easily. The inner bag, contain
(Continued on Page 32)
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#%merica's farmers and agribusiness
corporations are presently facing

two

major concerns: feeding the world
efficiently

and feeding

it

safely.

^ Of course, it's a big job. But no one
becomes a leader by shrinking away
from tough challenges.

^ And Cyanamid's history of successful

growth

reflects this dedication to

meeting future demands with inno-

Ta«?WWlflff *mlL*m/h&
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vativc solutions.

many

\ As

a result,

l^jjjj

p r0(j uc ts have quickly become

of

our agricul

Today we're right in the middle of solving tomorrow's biggest problems.
And we

the industry standards.

continue to reaffirm our leadership
position

by providing you with

prod-

ucts born of leading-edge technology.

\A

few examples: new herbicides

based on unique chemistry that offer

both superior performance and a

whole new

level of environmental

compatibility; the first closed-handling

system

for granular insecticides that

offers unparalleled user safety;

new

products

now

for America's beef,

in

and

development

swine and poultry

producers.

^ By helping you grow and
we
too.

prosper,

assure ourselves a bright future,

And our dedication to

protecting

the environment helps assure the

same

for

your children.

^ Together, we're building a legacy we
can

all

be proud

of.

ftm CYANJUMD
\j^r

American Cyanamid Company
Agricultural Division

Wayne, NJ 07470

'-1991

Ag Chemicals

ing the

(Continued from Page 30)

product, dissolves

in

the

applicator's spray tank, releasing the
chemical. This virtually eliminates the
possibility of spills

and

direct

worker

contact during mixing operations.
A closed handling system, Counter
Lock & Load, developed by John Deere
and American Cyanamid, has virtually
no human exposure. "For the first time,
corn soil insecticide can go from the
'factory to the furrow' without direct

human contact," says Pat McDonnell,
Marketing Manager, Insecticides,
American Cyanamid. "There are no
bags to rip open, no dust, no odor and
no risk of accidental spills."
Development of the system was, in
part, a response to growing concerns
regarding the burning of empty pesticide containers and other related environmental issues. Counter Lock & Load

Formulations

come on a special pallet,
which makes it easy for growers to
return them to local dealers, who in
turn send them back to Cyanamid for
refilling. Growers who used the system
last spring liked it because it minimized
containers

contact with the chemical, provides a
safer

method

for storing pesticides,

and

has less dust and smell and no bags to
dispose of.
The System 110 mini-bulk system
also is being marketed by American
Cyanamid. This features 110-gallon
containers, which eliminate the problem of container disposal. Mini-bulk
saves the applicator time in rinsing and
disposing of containers and the minibulk containers can be refilled.
"Mini-bulk is the best technology
available today for handling liquid pesticides. A farmer or applicator can work
with this dealer to get the quantity when
he needs it," says Ken Root, executive
director of the National Agrichemical
Retailers Association. "He has none of
the product left to store or dispose and
there is no waste, no pollution."

Rhone-Poulenc Ag Company

are being

constantly

working to produce

including: steady flow containers to
eliminate splashing; solid handles on
packages, instead of hollow handles

which

modified to
reduce
potential

hazard to
users and/or
the

environment

is

safer packaging,

and make rinse-out
water dissolvable bags that

trap product

difficult;

can be dropped directly

into the appli-

catortank;and bags with pouring spouts

equipment without coming into contact with the prodfor filling application

uct.

Because

it

is

difficult to control the

use of empty packaging, internal coatings of the various packaging systems
have been modified to prevent absorption of product residue.

Safer Use by Growers
Ag chemicals manufacturers are
working to assure chemicals are safe
and safely packaged for safe handling
and application.
There are many practices and technologies which are helping ensure that
crop protection chemicals are applied
safely, both for the applicator and the
environment. They include: precise
sprayer calibration; new mapping

equipment for precise application; systems which make sure that the exact
right amount of chemical is applied
and that the application is even

32

throughout the field; and containment
systems at storage facilities to contain
chemicals in case of a leak or spill.
Chemical manufacturers, the Cooperative Extension Service,

and

agricul-

involved in
continuing education efforts to inform
farmers and other users of chemicals
about the latest technologies available
for wise, safe use of the chemicals.
Much emphasis has been placed on
sprayer calibration so that no more
chemical is applied than is needed and
using chemicals in conjunction with
other growing practices to control
weeds and other pests. Many growers
now carefully scout for insects before
they decide to spray.
tural

organizations are

all

Manufacturers have initiated joint
address environmental concerns, such as ACRE, the Alliance for a
Clean Rural Environment, which provides ag chemical users with information on safeguarding ground and surface water supplies.
ACRE has distributed information
on a variety of practices that help to
protect the environment. Topics include: establ ishing grass waterways and
buffer strips; protecting surface water
by managing crop residues, calibration
and maintenance of spray equipment;
efforts to

selecting a site and constructing a well;

abandoned

wells; and other
sense practices to prevent
runoff from fields. To receive further
information, contact: ACRE, P.O. Box
41 3708, Kansas City,
641 79-0386,

sealing

common

MO

(800)545-5410.

Working Together

to Protect

the Environment
Crop protection chemicals have beimportant part of modern

come an

agricultural production in this country.

Likewise, urban dwellers have come to
depend upon pest management

chemicals

for control of insects, dis-

eases and other pests. Even though
these chemicals are beneficial, it is
vital that their use does not harm the
environment.
The manufacturers, distributors, retailers and end users of these chemicals
are drawing together as partners to
ensure that agricultural pesticides are
developed and used with the protection of the

environment

in

mind.

...
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n open letter to FFA

members

Tora§ For

'©mmltmrnk

/k
by Thomas

A

si look back on

my early years, remember that one
I

Z^ of the things enjoyed most was talking
X & an older generation about what was
I

it

to

people of

like "in the

good old days." There's a universal appeal that comes from
comparing our lives today to those of a generation or two
previous. You have to marvel at the changes time has
wrought.
That sense of change is even more dramatic for those
who have grown up on a farm. In the last three generations,
agriculture has undergone changes that are breathtaking in
their breadth and scope. We've gone from a rural society to
an urban one. Farmers made up 35 percent of our population just, 60 years ago, but less than two percent today.
Technology has evolved from an age of horse and hoe to
one of tractor and computer. Today, farm produce prices are
often determined more by events halfway around the world
than by demand at the local elevator.
Change in our industry continues to arrive faster, and
from more directions, than ever. Increasing concern about
the way modern agriculture goes about its business is
resulting in forces of change brought on from outside the
agricultural community.
An example is the furor over Alar and apples. As a
result of an influential television program and a mediasmart environmental group, an entire segment of agriculture found itself unable to sell its products.
While a book could be written on the Alar episode, the
important point to remember is that if the American public
had even a basic knowledge of where its food and fiber
come from, and shared a vision of the promise agriculture
holds for the future, the crisis might never have developed.
Yesterday's attitudes and ways of doing business simply
aren't up to the task of addressing this ignorance and our
own concern for the environment. It's time to build on our
strong base of traditional values, particularly our enduring
love of the land, that have made our agricultural system
so successful.

We need to develop a new vision, a new commitment,
and even a new code of ethics on which to base all of our
decisions. Equally important, we must encourage all members of our society to share in that vision, to take a stake in
it, and to help us find solutions to present and future problems.
This task will require each of us to develop a personal
commitment to make sure our own small piece of the

ThomasM.

Dille

is

President

and Chief Executive

Officer of Rhone-Poulenc Ag

M.

Dille
agricultural system is one that ensures safe food, a sound
environment, and preservation of our precious
groundwater.
A good way to get started on that commitment is with a
blank sheet of paper. Reflect on what you do in your daily
life. How do you affect people's understanding and appreciation of agriculture? How do your activities affect the
environment? List those things that need improvement.
Next, commit to learning everything you can about how
to change or improve those practices that fall into the negative category. A great deal of practical information is available in trade journals, on pesticide labels and manufacturer
manuals, through university and private research. Attend
meetings and discuss ideas with your peers.
Start putting into practice some of the things you learn.
Set a few goals and work toward them. As you integrate

what you've learned into everyday routine, look for ways to
others, especially those outside your circle of friends,
family and colleagues.
tell

Build

On Enduring Love of Land

There are a number of ways you can take your message
to others. Speaking to a church group, at a career day in a
local school, or to a service organization are obvious ways of
reaching people you want to inform.
Use every opportunity you can to tell your audience
what's happening at the farm level to meet the three objectives of safe food, clean groundwater, and a sound environment. Talk about the promise biotechnology holds, the
development of highly-specific, low-dose pesticides, and
the

many contributions farmers make to preserving the

environment.

Remember,

too, that half of

When you're telling your story,

communicating is

listening.

don't neglect to listen to

what your audience may be telling you. They won't always
agree with you, but maintain an open mind and you may
learn something valuable.
It won't be easy for us agriculturalists to make all the
changes outlined here, but it is vital. And although it may
be more comfortable to keep doing things "the way Dad
did," remember that if Dad had that attitude and had never
changed, his stories of "the good old days" wouldn't be so

good after all.

Company. During high school he was an

active

FFA member.

In 1988, he

was awarded the Honorary Ameri-

can Farmer Degree by the FFA.

tP RHONE-POULENC
RHONE-POULENC AG COMPANY, 2 T.W. ALEXANDER

DRIVE,

RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK,

N.C.

27709

(919)

549-2000

Where Do
A state

Pesticides

Come

From?

FFA officer

shares what she
learned by working at

a major agrichemical
research
By

Liz Jost,

facility

New Jersey FFA

President

today's
science applied
Modern
the primary reason
agriculture
to

is

for the top quality food supply
that

we

all

enjoy.

As

a food in-

dustry major at Delaware Valley College,

our food supply
to

is

especially interesting

me.

Last summer I was an intern at American Cyanamid's Agricultural Research
Division in Princeton, New Jersey, and
had the opportunity to meet and work
with some of the people who develop
agricultural pesticides.

estimated that by the year 2050,
the Earth's population will reach 11 billion people. That's a 250 percent increase
It is

since 1980.

With

the shortage of agricul-

tural land, increased agricultural

tion

is

produc-

the only viable solution to the

problem of world hunger.
Although agricultural pesticides are
field tested around the world, it all begins
in the laboratory with the discovery of a
chemical compound that shows "interesting activity." Scientists don't always
find exactly what they're looking for.
They will admit that there is sometimes as
much good luck as science in discovering

products.

Discovery
Discovery can be accomplished several ways. The "random screening"
method is one of trial and error. In this
method, a chemical compound is chosen
for testing because it has never been experimented with before. If a new product
is discovered, it could be unique from
anything else available to farmers and
offer great sales potential.

Mixing the solutions in preparation for
testing is a time-consuming task. It is
estimated that 15-20 thousand samples
are screened before one shows interesting
activity.

does
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But there

much of

is

some

help.

the weighing,

A

robot

measuring

Liz Jost

and

scientist Rich Farley

and mixing of compounds and solutions,

observe armyworms.
and cost efficiency are

The

saving scientists a great deal of time.

A second method is "direct synthesis."

cal

This uses a product that has already been
registered and proven to be effective, as a
beginning point. That product is then al-

job

tered slightly, in search of a

more

method, "bio-rational synthesis," has been successfully applied in
medical research, but has not yet led to
any new agricultural products.

Testing

compound

is

dis-

covered and determined to be active, a
patent is obtained, and then the product
moves into Phase II. This stage includes
greenhouse and/or laboratory testing. The
more interesting the compound seems,
the more people will get involved with the

and biochemical research group. Their
is

to gather information about the

that the other

groups

may

encounter.

Getting Close
As the compound enters Phase III, one
is chosen for the product,
such as killing a particular weed. Scientists need to find a convenient, environmentally sound, and affordable way for
the consumer to use the product.
When the testing for Phase III is completed, the product is ready for the registration procedure. Even if a compound is

specific purpose

effective, if

it

fails to

meet the

strict

en-

vironmental standards at any time during
the developmental process, experimentation ceases.

Registration involves compiling all the

project.

Testing

goals.

desir-

third

After the chemical

main

compound and solve many of the problems

able product.

A

their

final area is the analytical, physi-

is

divided into three depart-

ments. Metabolism and Residue studies
review the impact of a potential product
on plants, animals, soil, air and water.
Many of the safety tests required for registration are conducted.
In Formulations and Process Development, scientists work to develop a method
by which farmers or ranchers can use the
product. Among other considerations, the
pesticide must be formulated to ensure
that it won't gum up the bottom of the
sprayer. Product stability, effectiveness

information that was gathered in the first
three phases of testing. Every plant prod-

must be registered by the Environmental Protection Agency and the states
in which it will be used before it can be
sold. These agencies have very strict
uct

guidelines for agricultural products.

Other Uses
Finally, after registration,

begins.

Phase IV

New alternate uses for the product

are investigated and possible

new mix-

tures or formulations are explored.

••«
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INTRODUCING A MIRACLE OF MODERN MEDICINE:
UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITY.
Now that medical specialists are in demand more than ever, there's never been a better time to consider
Army Reserve Specialized Training.
The Army Reserve can train you in one of a wide variety of medical specialties from Respiratory Specialist,
to Practical Nurse, to

plus two

weeks a

Pharmacy

Specialist. You'll serve part-time,

near home, usually one weekend a month,

year.

Starting out can be easier than ever, too, through

Specialized Training for

one of our financial

Army Readiness (STAR) program

is

assistance programs.

a great example.

If

you

your tuition, books and fees at a local, Army-approved civilian school of your choice.
Think about it.
Then, think about us.
See your Army Reserve Recruiter today.

Or call 1-800-USA- ARMY.

BEALLYOUCANBE.

ARMY
RESERVE

r

Our new

qualify, we'll

help pay for

J3ZJ-

CHAPTER SCOOP
News, Notes and Nonsense from Chapters Around

Found two good

ideas in the Mansfield,

Texas, Chapter newsletter. Every member
signed a greeting card "from the advisors
and members of the chapter," then
reproduced it in their newsletter. Also the
next issue will be published during FFA

Week and

mailed

to all eighth graders.

in Mt. Carroll, Illinois, FFA
Chapter put up 200 yards offence around
the football field and also raked the

Members

Officers

Kentucky,

Send yours to the Editors.

of the Fleming County,
FFA had a 3.4 cumulative

grade point for the first grading period.
And 1 2 of the 20 seniors made the honor
roll.

won

first

place in the

jacket.

Hamilton City, California,
1

,000 cars

new

for a

&A

at

FFA parked

a craft fair to earn

money

stereo system at the school

farm.

FFA

•••••••
in

Marysville, Ohio,

Wayne County, Tennessee,

built the float for the

homecoming

queen.

For

this year's

Greenhand Work

Day in Fullerton, California, 28
members cleaned and painted the
livestock area.

A barbecue

then

was served by the chapter officers.

Dakota, members
community tree fair
and created a tree with ornaments made of

Wall,

Guest speaker for Cameron, West
Virginia, Chapter showed slides and told
about adventures

in Australia.

fall Bon Homme, South Dakota,
Chapter meeting, Greg McCann showed
slides from a moose and caribou hunt in

At a

Alaska.

Mohawk, Carey and Upper Sandusky,
Ohio, Chapters combined their degree
ceremonies this year. A slide show about
the trip to national convention rounded

their best.

Lincoln, Arkansas, Creed speaking
contest and was presented a new FFA

game.

Advisor Granberry makes the chili for the
chapter' s annual supper for members. The
recipe is a secret and all he will confess is
that he used 100 pounds of ground beef.

The Crestview, Ohio, FFA went to soil
judging on a rainy day in October. Even
though it was muddy the members tried

•••••••

Kristy Yarbrough

field in preparation for the first

football

the Nation.

South

participated in the

wood.

FFA work day

flower beds. Members also got some
playtime in to use the camp facilities.
Fresh corn was a popular seller and good
fund raiser for Manteca, California, FFA.

A new

catfish farm for the Rayne,

Louisiana,

FFA will be completed in the

summer.

Members of

An annual Christmas lunch for 600
children is served by the Rubidoux FFA
in Riverside, California.

FFA donates the

meat from two market hogs raised by the
chapter to support the lunch and gift
exchange for needy children.

Alumni sponsored an

Camp Muskingum

and
40 members, parents and Alumni worked
all day at projects such as cutting hedge
from the fences and adding borders to
at

LeFlore,

Oklahoma, FFA

toured a center for sustainable agriculture.

•••••••
Educational farm tours for pre-school to
third grade children was organized by
Heritage FFA in Monroeville, Indiana.
Essex, Massachusetts,

FFA was hired to

stuff a 4,000 envelope mailing as a

The

Gilbert, Arizona,

FFA

Chapter
sponsored a back-to-school luncheon for
all the administration, teachers and staff,
welcoming them back from vacation and
thanking them
for their

,?£D ^rJ)

fund

raising project.

Del Ray Fox, reporter for Sentinel, Ohio,

FFA has published a chapter newsletter the

first

ever for his chapter.

£^s „£**

support.

out the dinner meeting.

Alumni members helped Land O' Lakes,
Florida, members haul livestock for a

A

golf hole is being added to the school
grounds by Silver Lake FFA at Kingston,
Massachusetts. It's the only par 3 hole in
the state located at a school. It will be used
by the golf team.

exhibit for the kindergarten.

Montana, held

annual
Turkey Party for the community. They
run games such as miniature golf, bingo,
darts, roping, basketball shoot. Winners
got turkeys. Near the end of the evening,
the member work day auction was held.
Bainville,

36

its

line of FFA pizza makers
up by Columbus, Kansas,
Chapter. They sold the homemade pizzas
and customers bought them as carry out.

An

was

assembly
set

Two good ideas sent in by Aram
Donigian, reporter for Elgin, Orgeon,
FFA. The chapter held a banana split
party to welcome old and new members
back to school. Plus they picked up rocks
in farmers' fields and sold firewood to
finance their trip to national convention.
FFA New Horizons

A Honey
a

of

Project

Bryan Ashurst continues a
family tradition of

beekeeping

By Kermit and Evelyn Kliewer

summertime on

the Southern Cali-

Ashurst's bees produce 400,000 pounds of honey during the
a by-product of pollinating alfalfa.

It's
fornia desert and

temperatures are expected to climb to 1 15 degrees today.
Bryan Ashurst 's alarm buzzes at 6 a.m.
He yawns, climbs out of bed, and prepares
for a long day of work at RJA Pollinating

Co. where he and his crew build and move
shades for 10,000 colonies of bees.

The

tent-like shades, a necessity in the

desert, cover the bees as they are

from field

to field, pollinating

moved

melons and

alfalfa.

The shades

are only

one phase of a

family business begun in the early 1900's
by Bryan's great-great grandfather. Bees,
pollinating, honey production, queens and
stings have been a part of Bryan's life
since he bought his first colony seven
years ago.

That colony was purchased from his
who bought his
first bees from his father, who bought his
first bees from his father... and so on, back
dad, Richard Ashurst,

five generations.

The Ashursts

live in

Westmorland, an

Imperial Valley community of 1,000.
Bryan, a senior at Brawley Union High
School, has the same agriculture instructor, Kermit Kliewer, as his Dad did.

summer as

ary and February to pollinate almonds.

Then we move them

During his first year in FFA, Bryan
bought 200 colonies of bees, bringing his
total owned to 236 colonies. For his supervised agricultural experience program,
he worked extracting honey for RJA Pollination Company, the firm owned by his
father. During his second year, Bryan
drove a truck, moved bees, operated a
forklift and became head of the shade
crew. His expertise as a budding apiarist
(beekeeper) earned him top place in Imperial Valley's Project Competition, which
involves several hundred FFA students.
"I earn most of my income renting my
hives to farmers for pollination," Bryan
explained. "We move the bees from Imperial Valley to central California in JanuFebruary-March, 1991

San Diego county

in early spring, where they pollinate avocados and also multiply. They come back
to Imperial Valley in late spring to pollinate melons and alfalfa during the summer months."

Bryan explained, "Bee pollination increases production dramatically. Under
the right conditions, you can get 700
pounds of alfalfa seed per acre on a pollinated field, only 100 pounds per acre
without pollination. Likewise, melons
become odd shaped when they are not
pollinated. So farmers need beekeepers
and apiarists need farmers."
Income varies, as with all farming, but
in 1990 Bryan's gross income was $82
per colony on both rentals and honey
production. The net income per colony
was $17.
Expenses include hauling, equipment,
shades and bee replacement. "We lose up
to 30 percent of our bees each year moving them," Bryan's father stated. "I buy
bulk bees from northern California to
replenish

Busy As a Bee

to

my

colonies, as well as travel-

ing to North Dakota every

fall to

buy

bees."

Bryan's bees travel with his father's
and his major profit is from sub-pollinating. He pays his share of the travel and
replacement expenses, but isn't involved
in the labor. All of his out-of-school work
time is spent building and moving shades.

Bryan

re-invests all profit

from

polli-

nating back into his bees. However, he

is

on a salaried income when he works
building shades. "Most of this money
goes into my pickup," Bryan says with a
grin.

Fatherly Advice
Bryan's father advises that when managing a business, "There will be good
years and bad ones. Don't spend all your
money when you have a good year, but
save for the lean ones." He speaks as
owner of 1 0,000 colonies of bees and one

whose company is among the largest single
bee owner operations in California.
Mr. Ashurst is one of five advisors on
the State Apiary Board, giving advice to
California's Director of Agriculture.
Richard Ashurst employs nine workers year-round and fifteen in summer,

FFA students. The FFA
work with Bryan constructing
and moving shades.
It is during summer months that alfalfa
honey, 400,000 pounds of it, is produced
including several
students

as a by-product of alfalfa seed pollination.

Pollination earns approximately three
times the income that honey does. Mr.

Ashurst says, "Pollination covers the expenses.

Honey

Bryan

is

the profit."

will graduate in

to earn his State

June and hopes

FFA Degree this year. He

will spend the summer working his bees,
then begin college in the fall. He plans to
major in marketing. After graduation from
college, he will be a full-time apiarist, like

Bryan has to keep the bee hives
shaded from the California sun.

his father, grandfather, great grandfather

and great-great grandfather.

...
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You Make
A series of articles to
get the most out of

help FFA

dictionary says a goal

members

life

You Gotta
Have Goals
The

Happen

It

is

By Zig

Ziglar

an aim or purpose.

a plan, something you expect to do. I want
to convince you, as a member of FFA, wherever
It's

you are and whatever you do, you should have
Penney expressed it beautifully when he
said, "Give me a stock clerk with a goal, and I will give
you a man who will make history. Give me a man
without a goal, and I will give you a stock clerk."
Everyone should have goals. Mothers should have
goals. Salespeople should have goals. Students, laborers, doctors and athletes should have goals.
goals. J.C.

be

thin.

lost the

weight that she wanted to

Her obstacle

To stress the necessity of goals, imagine Sir Edmund
Hillary the first man to climb Mount Everest, explaining
how he was able to accomplish that feat. Suppose he

was

explained he was just out walking around and one day
he just happened to find himself at the top of the tallest
mountain in the world! Of course you'd think that was
ridiculous
but is it any more ridiculous than you
thinking you can accomplish anything significant

turned her goal into a multi-million dollar business
despite the obstacles she faced. Jean
Weight Watchers
Nidetch reached her goal because she had a plan and followed

,

—

without specific goals?
Do most people have goals? Well, most people do
expect to "make it" in life, but tragically most of these
people have never taken the steps to properly set goals

show

you take 100
young men at random and follow them until they are 65
years old, only five of them will have achieved financial security. Only one will be wealthy. A 1953 Yale

for themselves. Statistics

setting goals.

taken

all

Twenty years

the steps

later the 3

percent

who had

had accomplished more than the 97

percent who had not. Do you need goals? I think you
can see the answer to that question is absolutely yes!
When you have definite goals you release your own
power, and things start happening. Goals, however, are
not reached by merely thinking about them. There must

be a clear cut plan of action. Jean Nidetch wasn't a
doctor or nutritionist, she was just a lady

who wanted to

FFANewHorizons is asking some of the country stop experts
motivation and personal development to share their ideas
how FFA members can achieve their dreams. This new
series will cover topics such as handling peer pressure,
strengthening your self-esteem and with this article, setting
in

of

personal goals.

Premiering
Zig Ziglar,

this series is

motivational speakerand author

who has spoken at the national FFA convention

three times, including the

1

990 convention

last

November.

that she

was not a recognized authority

in the field

of

weight control. Jean decided to design a package that conveyed to others that she was just like them, only thinner. She

—

—

a procedure.

A part of successfully achieving your goals is not only
working hard, but also working accurately toward your goal.
People

who

reach great heights of success are those who
do so. They not only set a

carefully lay out a definite plan to

goal, but also establish a course of action to reach that goal.

that if

University study of their graduating seniors discovered
that only 3 percent of them had taken all the steps to

a

As a member of FFA, what are your goals? Why are you
member? One of the greatest mistakes you can make now

or later in

life is to

through these

member. Have

get busy without accomplishing anything

efforts.

Don't be a member, just to be a
you are working

specific objectives that

toward and put actions to these objectives.
Jean succeeded because she applied a formula to her
dream. You can do the same. Here are seven steps you need
to take in order to make your dreams realities.
First, identify what you want. Second, clearly spell out
why you want to reach that particular goal. Third, list the
obstacles that stand between you and your goal. Fourth,
the things you need to now
identify the growth process
in order to get to your goal. Fifth, identify the people you
need to work with to reach your goal. Sixth, develop a
detailed plan of action to reach success. Seventh, set the date
that you expect to reach that goal. These seven specific steps
will move you from the dreaming stage to the accomplishing
stage of your path to success.
A salesman can know all the techniques involved, a
halfback can be a fast runner, a mother can have all the
answers, but without a goal each one will not climb as high
as his or her ability actually allows. What about you? Are you
pursuing that deep-down desire of your life? Are you taking
the steps necessary to reach the goal of your choice? If you

—

—

will,
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She successfully

lose, so she set a goal to help others lose weight.

then

I

truly will

SEE

YOUAT THE TOP!
FFA New Horizons

Happy Campers,,

She has been coming to camp for
years,
as a camper, now a counselor. Alden

invest little, you get little. If you grab
every opportunity with gusto, the rewards

says that that camp plays a larger role than

are endless.

1

(Continued from Page 14)

'

between Widrick and the three other
ponds. The scenery

is

breathtaking, but

campers soon find that nature can
have a rough edge to it.
The camp's leaders admit the sleeping
cabins and other facilities are rustic, but
their focus is on the people, not the accommodations. "We're not the Hilton,"
the

says assistant director

Todd

Lighthall,

just being a place to

turn the next year.

for

Camping can be a foreign experience
many of the FFA members, especially

New York City. Advisors say
common question asked by students

those from

confidence, pride, self-esteem, responsibility and an appreciation for nature. It is

when they

FFA members to inter-

act with state officers

who conduct

lead-

ership workshops.

The campers' days

are filled with

leadership classes, sporting events, na-

swimming, and many
The schedule can be chal-

that a

lenging, especially

when

talk

around the

campfire lingers late into the evening.
"You're too tired to go on," explains
counselor Mary Alden, "but there's too
much going on to sleep. There is a chance
you would miss something."
Alden is one of the 20 dedicated college-aged counselors, mostly past state
officers, who run the entire operation.

People-To-People Marketing

operation; allocate your time between la-

bor and marketing; diversify your crops to
meet the need for a year-round inventory;
comply with building codes and local
ordinances; and develop merchandising,
advertising, promotional and customerrelated skills.

Pick-Your-Own operacustomer comes to the farm,

In U-Pick, or
tions, the

does the harvesting, pays cash for the
produce harvested, and transports it home.
U-Pick operations are a natural to add to a
roadside stand or other types of smallscale farming. By letting your customers
do the picking, you lower harvest-labor,

is

"where are

all

the

—

riences.

The other experience that

is

even harder

what happens inside themselves. Counselor Alden says, "To survive in the city, you have to protect yourself
be on guard. You wind up building

to explain

is

—

come down easily. Camp
your faith in human beings. It

It

is all

in the individual's

That is the real secret to the
legendary "Oswegatchie Magic."
At camp, these FFA members are cut
off from their safe, normal circle of friends
and comfortable surroundings of home.
It's like moving to anew town, only in this
town, everybody is new
and that is
what brings them together. They have all
shared a common, frightful experience
and have come out friends. In the end,
attitude."

—

they

come

to find out that the

magic

isn't

or stars or the pines, but in
themselves and in the people around them.
in the lake

So You Want to Go to Camp?
Many state FFA associations operate
summer camps for their members, Any
FFA member interested in attending

summer camp should

ask their advisor
there is no summer
your state, consider yourself

for information.

camp

in

invited to
in July,

If

Camp Oswegatchie.

the

camp

Starting

runs four to

six

one-

walls that don't

week sessions, depending on demand.

restores

Cost for the camp is $100, For more
information,
write
to:
Camp
Oswegatchie, c/o FFA New Horizons,
PO. Box 5632, Alexandria, VA, 22309-

confirms your natural instincts."
Alden says that the success of camp is
limited only by the camper's desire to get
involved.

(Continued fi om Page

You'll need to have regular hours of

arrive

sidewalks?" One group of campers from
the city asked to be taken far away from
camp to see the stars, in total darkness
something they had never witnessed before. It was to be one of many new expe-

ture workshops,

other activities.

meet friends and run

around the woods. "For many kids with a
troubled home life, camp is an emotional
retreat where they feel loved." She says
that about 80 percent of the campers re-

"but we're not here to be the Hilton."
The main goal of the camp is to build

also a chance for

1

first

1

"Camp

is

a lot like

life. If

7)

Restaurants which feature regional
specialties, vegetarian dishes or unique
cuisine are good prospects for direct farm
sales. Restaurants are willing to pay top
dollar to get high-quality, specialty items
to

0160,

you

menu.

add to

their

Most

restaurants have limited cooler

space, however, and require daily deliv-

Consider going in with your neighbors so you can offer a wide variety of
produce, and set up a small delivery route
ery.

with several restaurants in one trip.
Retail Outlets: Direct sales to grocery
stores can succeed if the farmer has enough

production on a regular basis to provide
for the retailers' needs. Farmers

must

convince the retailer that they will be
reliable in supplying quality produce over
the harvest season.
If you only like to grow crops, indirect
marketing is the way to go. If you like
merchandising and dealing with people,
however, such as with customers at a
farmers market or chefs at a restaurant, or
if you have family labor available to help
with a farm stand or farmers market, you

may

prefer a

more

direct sales route.

•••

shipping, packaging and storage costs.

The customer buys peak-of-freshness
produce at low-cost, while enjoying a
country outing.
Special challenges include a large
parking area, potential damage to crops
by inexperienced pickers, getting enough
pickers to harvest the entire crop, and the
need for increased accident and liability
insurance.

U-Pick requires top level field management, including customer check-in and
check-out. Another challenge is matching
volume of produce available for sale with
the number of pickers.
February-March, 1991

eUF&&Ge4—
One must be

very quiet around Henry's locker.

been known

to start

Loud noises have

an avalanche.
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designed to introduce agriscience
middle school students. "Through
this program, students become aware of,
explore and apply science to agriculture,
which helps them understand the nature
of science and its application in the food
and fiber system." Many of the projects
are used as the students' first effort at a
supervised agricultural experience program. Frederick County Middle School is
one of the leaders in Virginia in developing
a junior high agriscience program.
Other agriscience fair projects included; how plants grow (or don't grow)
in the dark, what happens to plants when
connected to batteries, water pollution, a
model of water use in a community, overfertilization of plants, bees and beekeeping and various media (soils) of germinasays

is

to all

tion.

Texas

Barn Builders
Four agriscience students examine a project showing the path of water traveling
through a community which emphasizes the importance of water quality.
Virginia

Agriscience Fair Attracts Fun Projects
What happens to a fern when watered
with Pepsi? What happens when you don t
'

junk food? These and other fun questions were answered by seventh and eighth
grade agriscience students at Frederick
County Middle School in Winchester,

Virginia, during their second annual

Agriscience Fair, December

The

eat

4-H clubs, FFA Alumni, school board
members and several local businesses to
get suggestions, labor and financial sup-

7.

projects are the result of work and

planning that started the second week of
school when students were asked to come
up with an idea for their agriscience
project. A list of possible ideas compiled
by instructors Tonja Cupp and John Gryder
helped the budding agriscientists find an
area of interest. Their next step for the
students

The Columbus, Texas, FFA is in the
planning stages of building a new show
arena and remodeling the existing show
barns at the FFA fairgrounds. Members
have met with county fair officials, four

was to outline their idea, write up

port.

Plans include expanding the existing

show arena by adding a
rebuilding

clude

and

bam,

remodel existing restrooms and

Ohio

Alumni Alliances
The Oak Harbor, Ohio, Chapter has
successful alumni relations program.

The top three projects in the eighth
grade were awarded $25, $20 and $15,
respectively, and the top seventh grade
project winners received $20 for first, $ 1

a

second and $10 for third. The winner
from each grade goes on to compete at the

bers.

federation (regional) level.

Alumni sponsors

The local FFA
The

the cash awards.

were judged by a science teacher,
the high school agriculture teacher and an
Alumni member. The awards will be
presented at the chapter banquet this
projects

spring.

The

fair

is

the high point in an

agriscience course that instructor

Cupp

in-

for increased participation

for the fair.

for

40

room

40' x 60'

sheep and hog pens to

storage facilities.

a report and then construct their project

Agriscience teacher John Gryder helps
seventh and eighth grade students
understand how plants are affected
when "watered" with different liquids.

to

all

a

The alumni relations committee selects
number of activities which past Oak
Harbor FFA members are invited to assist
with or participate

in

with current

mem-

These include helping with chapter
activities, providing shop work for students, participating in chapter recreation,

selecting seed varieties for the school

farm, helping with the chapter award selection process, assisting with sales programs, helping train judging teams, attending the local banquet, attending FFA
meetings and providing specialty guest
lectures and/or field trips.
(Continued on Page 42)
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AMERICA ONLY NEEDED
ONE LEADER, WE'D PROBABLY
BE IN PRETTY GOOD SHAPE
IF

.

WM!1

But America, American agriculture and the FFA needs lots and lots of competent
and aggressive leaders! No program develops leaders like the FFA Washington
Conference Program (WCP).
mmk A
.

I

WCP is a national

leadership development conference held each summer in
Washington, D.C. The five-day conference is designed to strengthen your skills as a
leader in the FFA as well as in your home, school and community!

To reserve your space at WCP, simply complete and return the registration form
below or for more information contact the National FFA Center, P.O. Box 15160,
Alexandria,

VA 22309.

1991 Washington Conference Program Registration Form
Please complete a separate form for each individual attending. Duplicate

Male

Student ($395.00 each)

Female

Advisor (double occupancy, $450.00)

Please indicate 1st, 2nd,

and 3rd

choices

June 11-15

July 16-20

June 18-22

July

23-27

June 25-29

July

30-August 3

July

fj Advisor
|~|

Advisor

(single

if

necessary.

Do Not Write in This Space
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Date

occupancy, $625.00)

& Spouse ($675.00 combined)

Rec'd_

— spouse meals not included

Bal_

fj Other, please specify

l~l

Holiday Inn

j

J

Westpark

9-13

Method

Please Type or Print

NAME

of

VISA

ADDRESS

Payment
MasterCard

Account #

CITY

STATE

TELEPHONE (

CHAPTER

ZIP

Exp. Date_
Signature _
Check Enclosed

— Made payable to National FFA Onjai

fiZT
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(Continued from Page 40)
rade,

Virginia

and the new Drug Free Rally parade.
Ram Rousters spend a couple of

The

Fair Demonstrators

hours getting Rambo ready for the games
and parades wash, blow dry, card, shear
and clip. (Keri La Borde)

—

New Jersey
Pace Setters For Fun
The New Jersey Chapter Officer
Leadership Training conference prepares
teams for their responsibilities as leaders
of chapters as well as encourages them to
have fun.
theme "New Jersey FFA was a part of each action
packed session. Emphasis was placed on

The

Jason Pappas won the FFA horticulture
demonstration contest at the Virginia
State Fair. His topic was "How to Repot,
Propagate and Braid an Ornamental
Ficas." Contestants gave their
presentations in the new horticulture

pavilion. Contestants were from
chapters throughout the state. Winners
in various categories were eligible to
go on to the National Junior Horticulture
Association competition in Green Bay,
Wisconsin, in October.

Mechanicsville. Their advisor,
Carl Mitchell, is in back.
in

positive attitudes, proper image, confi-

dence, teamwork and leadership. Officer
teams could compete in mini contests

such as opening ceremonies contest during each session. Officers could practice
their public speaking by giving pitches or
invocations. Chapter officers also served

on committees where teamwork and

came into play.
Weekend fun included

leadership

a

Halloween

in-

vited to enter their pets in the third annual

FFA

Pet

Show

organized and sponsored

mem-

bers in the Axtell, Texas,

Grand champion of the show was
"Skittles" owned and shown by Russell
Butler and the reserve grand champion
was "Binky" owned and shown by
Leonard Graham.
Show superintendent was Bobby
Bardin. Mike Voss was the clown and
Kris Hollingsworth was announcer. Robert

About

six years

ago a

tradition

was

Owasso when FFA brought the
mascot to all home football games, plus to
the Homecoming parade, Christmas pastarted at

42

outhouse down the 50-yard straight stretch
of pavement, but halfway through the
race the rider had to get out of the outhouse
to find a specific page from a Sears catalog and take it with him to the finish line.
(Dan Costellow, President)

Chicago White Sox Get

Elementary school students were

Rambo

Rousters.

Hallman, Brian Sitz, Gary Jenkins, Dan
Costellow and Eddie Givens.

Illinois

Prize Winning Pets

Oklahoma

Rambo is the O wasso, Oklahoma, High
School mascot. He is actually an 1 1 - yearold Ramboullett ram belonging to Mr.
Robert Linder. Four Owasso FFA girls
attended to Rambo during the football
season and are known as Owasso Ram

"Home Movers" were, left to right, Brent

Texas

by the wildlife management class

Regulars

The Logan County, Kentucky, FFA
Chapter helped promote FFA as part of
the annual Logan County Tobacco Festival. The officers each drove a tractor in
the parade sponsored by local tractor
dealerships; and committee chairman and
junior officers road in the back of one of
the members' pickups.
After the parade Dan Costellow, Eddie
Givens, Brent Hallman, Gary Jenkins and
Brian Sitz participated in the outhouse
race. Not only did they have to push the

state

Duckworth, State Reporter)

FFA

House On Wheels

Setting the Pace"

dance as well as Halloween Treasure Hunt.
The weekend ended on a high note with
the Camp Bernie Chapter Banquet.
Members were given participation certificates and much deserved awards.
Overall the conference was a great learning
experience for members from 16 chapters.
The conference was planned and conducted by the state officer team. (Sharon

Joey Reinhardt, Virginia FFA state vice
president, congratulated Jason who
won first and Robbie Hazelwood who
was second. Both are from Lee Davis

Kentucky

FFA

Chapter.

Mathis did the classifying and Melissa
Montie was secretary. A concession stand
was organized by Danny Skains, Frankie
Farley and Lanning Hysaw.

Crabapples
In July, 1 10 FFA members from the
Chicago Ag Science Chapter planted over

100 flowering crabapples alongside the
new Comiskey Park, home of the

old and

Chicago White Sox baseball team.
Mayor Richard M. Daley spoke to the
students, planted trees and even had time
to take pictures and speak with them.
The event appeared on Chicago's four
major television news broadcasts. This is
one of the many projects that the Chicago
Ag Science Chapter participates in to help
make America green. (Latecia Williams,
Reporter)
(Continued on Page 44)
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Free

MdRK€TPL4C€
1991 CLOSING DATES
FOR MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING

Fund
LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE
new or existing small business.

your

Grants

/

Free recorded message:
*
(707)448-0201.

February/March
December 20

(HJ6)

April/May
February 20

Catalog
Each year. Revere Company helps
thousands of school, church, civic and
social groups (just like yours) earn the

June /July

BANTAMS, EXOTIC RARE BREEDS

20

April

Raisins

loans to $500,000.

Fighting

Games, Ducks, Turkeys, Guineas
Pheasants. 100

varieties.

August/September
June 20

Shipped direct to your local post office
Safe shipment guaranteed. Hatching
eggs, Books, Supplies. Incubators.
Medications. Send 50c for Big Color-

October/November
August 20

ful

money

they need. Our colorful catalog
contains all of the latest, most lucrative
products and programs available to
fund raisers. You can have a free copy
sent directly to you simply by mailing

coupon. Order now!

this

Poultry Catalog.

CROW POULTRY & SUPPLY
Box 106-9. Windsor. Missouri 65360

Revere Company
Department B27
Scranton, PA 18504-1491

To

December/January
D

Please send me Reveres
latest
"
Fund-Raising Ideas

October 20
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE US TODAY!

FFA

Hatching prizewinning
chicks, ducks, turkeys,
pheasants, goslings,
guineas. Free catalog.

tSSh

Ha

New Horizons

YEAR
RIDGWAY HATCHERIES,

130 West 42nd Street, Suite 1804
New York, NY 10036

LaRue

CONTACT: MARVIN LABINER

22,

OH

43332

Catalog

ot

Name
Group
Address

_

City

State/Zip

INC.

614-499-2163

.

Revere

TELEPHONE: (212) 840-0660

AMERICA'S FOREMOST FUND RAISING CONSULTANT

Kt

50% PROFIT (or Morel!)
Make your next FUNDRAISER
CHOO C1IOO TIME GOURMET POPCORN
Home grown and ear-harvested
* NO minimum order

Jim™ Halters

Big

Scientific Marvel Controls

The Meanest Animals
Halter breaks cattle, sheep,
l

goats etc in half the time
Call or write for tree catalog
unique & exciting products.

V^of

Big Jim Halter Co. (512) 249-2480
Rt 3, Box 3138, Boerne, TX 780061

*

Microwave/Regular packages

*

Decorative containers

Call

iEHIil

FA^m

FARM DIRECT

1-800-726-6982

or

219-984-5834

Choo Choo Time Gourmet Popcorn
Reynolds. Indiana 47980

Headline

YOUR

Name

Custom Made

COOKBOOKS
A

S&EECMES
own

Obtain your

set

Write

$5.95

great fund raising project for

clubs, churches, families
for a

OB

.

.

.

— any organization.

FREE KIT BOOK!

Let us embroider your name,

farm

cap. Personalized caps from

1

caps. Guaranteed or your

and hat colors
Dept.NFF 507

or

name on your
Mesh or insulated
emblem designs

business

to dozens.

money back.

[Other

available.)

$5.95 plus $0.50 shipping/handling.

Ind,

4 caps/$23.20 plus $2.00 shipping/handling.

of

winning speeches

from 1986

National

FFA

to

1990

Public Speaking Contests

Both Prepared and Extemporaneous.

-

"NEW

Pies se

1

Yorkshire Swine
Judging Video

Mesh

s

Check

raps

hip

Q

Blue

Red

ElMC

DvlSA

Imprint

Insulated

DAm.

Ex.

Inn

t2 mes

Blue

QDiners

Red

DDisraver

SEND FREE FARM SUPPLY CATALOG

To

receive your set

-

Send $4.95

(Ear Tags, Tools. Clothes.

to:

The video features three classes Yorkshire
boars, gilts and market hogs. Production figures are used and reasons are given after each
class. This 35 minute video is excellent for
classroom work or judging practice. To order
yours send a check for $20 to:
American Yorkshire Club
Box 2417, 1769 U.S. 52 W., West Lafayette.
IN 47906 or call 3 17-463-3593

phone

-

The National FFA Center

P.O.Box 15160
Department
Alexandria,

DM-6

VA

(Virginia Residents add

22309

4.5%

sales tax)

toll

Truck Accessories. Housewaias,

free

1

&(u & Mora

1

800 443 4934

Address
City

MODERN FARM
210 Big Horn Avenue, Cody, Wyoming 82414

!
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New

Hampshire

Life

For the Cemetaries

surface.
this

Members of the Coe-Brown
Northwood Academy FFA in New
Hampshire are helping clean up and restore
area cemeteries that have been abandoned.

The

project

came

to light

when

local

residents expressed concern for the disrepair or neglect in a

number of small, out-

of-the-way burial grounds.

The FFA identified this as a project to
members use skills learned in agri-

Two markers were discovered in

manner.

Current plans call for

FFA to return

in

It

FFA

secretary Cheryl Faulkner and state
vice president Shanna Hammock.

president Clint McCall, state

They spoke on

find out any information possible about

the importance of communicating and trusting one another.
Members were asked to trust another
member to hammer a nail into a board

who was

while they held

the spring to attend to the actual stones

and

to replace or repair the iron fence

rails.

Research will also be carried out to
buried

at the site.

Washington

Green Production Crew

it.

Communication was demonstrated
when one member had to give directions
on making a peanut butter and jelly sandwich while Cheryl did exactly what she

help

culture classes.

state

FFA
FFA

was

also ties in the curricu-

lum of other departments because mem-

told to do.

bers are planning projects for use in their

Developing self-esteem was the message in the skit conducted by the Antelope

English, computer and history classes.

chapter officers.

For its initial on-site project the chapter chose a small, pre-Ci vil War cemetery
located behind Nottingham's New North
Cemetery. The first team of chapter
members who conducted a site evaluation

Stress and how to handle it is a concern
of every high school student today. This

identified the location of five

tombs

sur-

rounded by a fence of granite posts and
iron rod rails. Brush and trees were badly
overgrown and leaves and debris on the
surface were over a foot thick.
After meeting Nottingham Cemetery
Superintendent Webb White at the
graveyard, the evaluation team decided to
remove the brush and debris, repair the
fence and to search for indications of
other graves. Because of the delicate nature of old headstones and their markings,
the FFA opted not to do any cleaning or
repair of actual stones until they can receive

training

and advice from an expert.

On November 2, seven members in the
landscape management class equipped
with trucks, chain saws and a variety of

hand
site.

tools

The

began work at the Nottingham
and brush removed from

trees

was the topic for the workshop put on by
Kofa members. The Kofa officers offered
recent years the wreath making
project of the Walla Walla, Washington,
FFA has grown into quite a production.
Members gather the greens and set up
an assembly line to produce holiday
wreaths members sell in their
community. This year they made 148
wreaths. (Mike Martin, Advisor)
In

Arizona

Training
While most high school students were
out of school on Saturday, October 27,
Antelope. Cibola, Kofa and Yuma, Arizona, Chapters began a day of leadership
training. The session lasted from 1:00
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. and consisted of six
leadership training sessions, dinner and a
dance for the 1 20 members.
The first workshop was presented by

wMj/f ^JMVJfe

Shanna

Hammock was the hostess for the

show, while Holly Sharp was the participant. They video taped dinners with each

^fSill)
"Illegal parking."

first

"date" took her

pancake restaurant while he was nervous and scared to speak with Holly. Her
second date consisted of a fast food restaurant followed by a football game. He
was crude, rude and obnoxious as well as
drinking. The guy made a smashing hit
with Holly on her third date by having a
quiet evening at the Hungry Hunter. As
the "show" came to an end, Holly reported on how she got first impressions
from each contestant.
Learning to converse with a stranger in
hopes of becoming better friends was the
theme for the Cibola Chapter workshop.
to a

The

final

workshop by

Chapter was about

'

44

Dressing to impress and using proper
were discussed by the district
officers in their workshop. The workshop
opened with the "FFA Love Connection."

etiquette

of Holly's dates. The

Team

the site accounted for five truck loads that

were hauled to the town dump. Approximately four truck loads of leaves were
also removed and placed in refuse piles at
the cemetery side. Several containers of
old cans, bottles, discarded plastic floral
displays and plant pots were also removed.
After the leaves and debris were gone
they found evidence of as many as seven
other possible grave sites including two
apparent children s graves marked by pi ain
field stones placed at the head and foot of
the graves. Members used probes they
made to gently search for evidence of
markers buried further down beneath the
accumulated humus of the cemetery's

a stress rock to squeeze at any time when
confronting stress. They also provided
telephone numbers to contact.

the

Yuma

and cooperating
with others. One activity they used was
falling backwards and having a friend
catch you, then falling backwards and
having a stranger catch you. Cooperation
took on a whole new meaning as members
were given group projects to preform.
Dinner and dance that night was a great
success. There was also a pumpkin carving contest. Everyone walked away with
a new friend and a fresh look on life.
trust
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TRAIN FOR A CAREER AS A
VETERINARY TECHNICIAN

1&!\-

M Y

Bel-Rea is the only privately owned
school in the country with a veterinary hospital for "hands-on" exper-

TURN

Our 18month program
ience.

will fully pre-

pare you for a
career as a vet
tech. You will
work with

large and smal
animals, be
instructed by
veterinarians,

and gain

sur-

gical assisting

lU**y Jjsjd&e*-

experience.

Earn an Associates of Applied
Science degree and begin a career
working with something you already
.animals! For information call
us today.
love.

Danny Grellner

.

CALL TOLL FREE:
Christmas break I was sitting
in front of the television and came
across a fascinating program. (No,
it wasn't my traditional Frosty

Over

alism.

We have broken the chains of self-

ishness.

dealt with the Apollo missions to the

I was never more impressed with any
group as I was with our convention delegates from every state as they tackled the
issue of equity in the Fixed 475 amendment. ("All Together Now," DecemberJanuary, 1990-91). You have set the example for all to follow with your maturity
and professional approach in dealing with
the most emotional issue of our

moon. I have always been fascinated with

organization's history!

the

Snowman

or

my

absolute favorite

Rudolph the Rednose Reindeer in
search for a home for misfit toys!) It was
a documentary special which showed how
far we had come in our space program.
One of the primary focuses of the program
starring

space and space travel,
but this documentary

We have
become a united

February-March, 1991-

Bel-Rea

Institute of

Animal Technology

South Dayton Street

1681

Denver, Colorado 80231

Now, because of
our sacrifice and openmindedness, we have
truly become a united
organization. We have
positioned ourselves
to move forward and
make progress as an
organization. I applaud each of you for

suddenly became very
real and important to
truly
me. It wasn't because
of
it reminded me
Total Recall of The
organization.
Return of the Jedi. It
made me think about
our organization and
what had taken place
your commitment to
during the "meeting of the minds" at naexcellence for you realized that in unity
tional convention in November.
there is strength.
During one Apollo voyage, an astroWhat a lesson for the world to learn! In
naut looked down from the moon to the
the midst of operation Desert Shield and
Earth. As he gazed in awe of the Earth's
the crisis in the Middle East, wouldn't it
brilliance he began speaking of its magbe wonderful if Saddam Hussein and the
nificence and beauty. He talked of the
rest of the world's leaders together could
purity and wholeness that the Earth posfollow the example that we have made
sessed, how its waters blended with the
and give a little to save a lot?
land. The clouds shared the sky with the
As we celebrate National FFA Week,
clear blue and there were no signs of
let us remember the example of Washingdivision
no signs of sectionalism. No
ton and Lincoln. Both had a vision for a
signs of war or strife or aggression. Just a
better, united nation. May we also insimple peace and tranquility. At that time,
tensely pursue that dream with bold vihe proclaimed, "My, wouldn't it be wonsions of our own built solidly on loyalty,
derful if the world was as peaceful and
integrity, and a commitment to excelperfect as it appears."
lence! As John F. Kennedy said, "One
I am excited to say that we FFA memperson can make a difference. Every perbers have torn down the walls of sectionson should try." You can make it happen!

—
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JOKE PAGE
A man joined the monastary where he
took a vow of silence. Every ten years he
was permitted to speak two words.

Teacher: "Students, if I lay two eggs here
and three over there, how many will there
be all together?"
Voice from the back of the room: "Personally, I don't think you can lay any
eggs."

The

first

ten years

went by and when

he had anything to say he nodded.
He was told to speak his piece. "Bed hard''
Another ten years went by and he was
asked if he had anything to say. He nodded

asked

Tony Holfil
Milton, Kentucky

if

and said "Food cold."
The next ten years went by and he was
asked again. He answered, "/ quit."
He was told, "I don't blame you, you've
been complaining the whole time."

This

summer my five-year-old cousin,

Myra, and her six-year-old best friend,
Crystal, staged a wedding ceremony in
our living room. Myra, playing the priest,
was marrying Crystal to an invisible
groom.

Myra

"Crystal,"

said solemnly,

"Do

you take this man for your awfully wedded
husband?"
Crystal replied, "I do."

Myra then informed her,
you

in

"/

now

unite

holy macaroni."
Kristy Pitts

Guage, Kentucky

Chris Irons
Jamesville, Virginia

Q: Why did the Greenhands run out of ice
cubes?
A: The one with the recipe left early.

Ricky: "Did you hear about the ship that
carried a cargo ofyo-yos?"
Joey: 'Wo. What happened?"
Ricky: "It sank 1 ,001 times."

Sheri Hayes
Newark, Ohio

Brackettville, Texas

Nancy J. Mendoza

Charlie, the

Greenhand

"Now,

will the mighty king of the
jungle get his eyes examined?"

"Did you hear about the guy who
went to college and made a million dollars
off a box of Cherrios?"
Bryan: "No, how did he do it?"
Chris: "He sold them for donut seeds."
Richard Mitchell
Corsica na, Texas
Chris:

Patient: "Dentist,

do you do gum work?"

Dentist: "Sure."
Patient:

"Good. Can you get

this

gum

off

my shoe?"
Sarah Gray
Stanley, Virginia

Teacher: "Where did King John sign
the

Magna Carta?"

Student: "At the bottom."

Janet Thomas
Stonewall, Mississippi

Q. Why was the skeleton so lonely
dance?
A. He had no body to dance with!

at the

"I'd like to

Dan Andrews

order a king-sized pepperoni pizza.

Wauneta, Nebraska
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Ford Trucks Are Number One For
Some Very Down To Earth Reasons,

Performance. Value.
bility.

They're

all

And

relia-

good reasons why

Ford pickups have been the

first

the widest range of multi-port fuel

will cost less to operate

injected gas engines of any full-size

comparable Chevy.

light truck.

more

choice of American

Ford's F-Series

Ford Tracks.

farmers for generations.

And why

M ^^^, M
r

1

i

Ford pickups have

selling

competition.*

"

better.1

What's more, an independent

deepest cargo box, big available

survey predicts that over the next

maximum

5 years, the full-size Ford pickup

•1989 New Tmck Buyer Study. "1990 InlelhChoice Inc.. San Jose. CA. Resale cost estimate after five years. Ford F-150 and Chevy C 1500
base models with selected options. Actual resale prices and operating costs may vary.
i series of surveys of all Ford and competitive '81'90 models

lives.

best-built, best-

American trucks even

and more

for thirteen straight years.

Buckle up — together we can save

be worth

keep working day and

making the

highest owner

repeat buyers than any of our

payload, and

We just
night

outsold every other full-size pickup

Ford's F-Series have the longest,

than a

at trade-in time.**

also have the

loyalty

And

THE BEST-BUILT. BEST-SELLING AMERICAN TRUCKS
ARE BUILT FORD TOUGH

BAILOUT HERE AND YOU STAND AN EXCELLENT CHANCE
OF GOING NOWHERE.

So stay in school.

message is brought to you by the United States Air Force.
Because we know how far a good education can take you.

This

AIM HIGH AIR FORCE

M

